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EAGLES GLAD TO BE HOME , PLAY HOST TO MARYLAND- BALTIMORE CO . AND MISSI SSIPPI VALLEY STATE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State's Eagle basketball team returns home t o take 
on Maryland-Baltimore Co . on Saturday (Jan. 6) and Mississippi Valley State on 
Monday (Jan. 8). 
Maryland-Baltimore Co., which defeated MSU 94-88 on Dec. 22 in Baltimore, will 
v isit for a 7 : 30 p.m. EST contest on Saturday . The MSU-UMBC game is the second of 
a doubleheader, with the MSU Lady Eagles t aking on Dayton in the first game at 5:15 p.m. 
EST . The MSU-Mississippi Valley State game will tipoff at 7:30 p.m. EST on Monday. 
The Eagles are 5- 5 on the season, including a 4-0 record at home, a 1-1 record 
on the road and an 0- 4 record on neutral courts. They are coming off three consecutive 
road l osses . Following the loss a t Maryland-Baltimore Co . , the Eagles trave l ed to 
Atlanta to participate in the Kuppenheimer Classic . MSU lost to 12-ranked Georgia Tech, 
98- 76 , in the first round, and to highly regarded Oklahoma State, 84-77, in the 
consolation game . 
"We're glad t o be back on our home floor, " said MSU Coach Tommy Gaither. "We 
lost three games to three very good t eams . Now, we need to get back on the winning track 
in preparation for our conference opener next week." 
Both the Eagles and Lady Eagles open Ohio Valley Conference play next Wednesday 
(Jan . 10) at Eastern Kentucky. 
Statistically, the Eagles continue to do an outs tanding job on the boards, out-
rebounding opponents 44 .9 rpg. to 37.2 rpg. However, field goal shooting continues 
to be a problem. MSU is hitting 44 percent from the field, while its opponents 
are hitting 46 percent. 
Balanced scoring is also evident on the current Eagle s t a tistics sheet. Senior 
Elbert Boyd leads MSU with a 20 . 7 ppg. average. Sophomore Brett Roberts averages 15 . 4 
ppg. Senior Tracy Armstrong averages 12.3 ppg., and sophomore Doug Bentz averages 
10 . 4 ppg. 
Roberts leads Eagle rebounders at 8.8 rpg. Boyd averages 7.6 rpg., and Bentz 
averages 7 . 5 rpg. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. -- The Morehead State University Lady Eagle basketball team 
is glad t o be home af ter a difficult five- game road trip I tha t saw the Lady Eagles 
drop five games in a row. 
MSU opened the season with three consecutive home vi c t ories over East Tennessee, 
Cincinnati and Charleston. The long road trip began with a 79- 43 loss at highly regarded 
Bowl ing Green . Youngs t own State held on for a 74-64 win over MSU in the second game 
of a Northern Ohio swing. Nationally ranked Vanderbilt defeated the Lady Eagles 92-46 
in Nashville . A trip to Virginia bet ween Christmas and New Years saw MSU l ose 92-69 
at James Madison and 67-63 at Radford. 
The Lady Eagles will play host to Coastal Carolina on Thursday (Jan. 4) at 
7:30 p.m. EST. Then, they will t ake on Dayton in the fir s t game of a doubleheader 
a t 5:15 p . m. EST on Saturday (Jan. 6). The MSU Eagle squad will play host t o Maryland-
Baltimore Co . at 7:30 p.m . EST in the second game of the doubleheader. 
Sta tistically , it' s not hard t o discover wha t a coupl e of the Lady Eagles' maj or 
problems have been. MSU i s shooting only 36 percent from the field , compared t o 43 
percent by its opponents. The Lady Eagles have committed 198 turnovers t o 155 turnover s 
for their opponen t s. 
Julie Magrane, a sophomore from Morehead , leads MSU in most sta tis tical 
categories. She leads the s qua d in scoring (18.9 ppg.), rebounding (11 . 4 rpg.), 
field goal percent age (.482) and blocked sho t s (4) . 
"Our players are ver y glad to be home ," said Lady Eagle Coach Loretta Marlow. 
"Hopefully, our shoo t ing and overall pl ay will pick up. 
"We 're doing a better job executing, and we ' re getting better shots . They 're 
just not falling. We're doing a good job of gett i ng the ball inside t o Julie (Magrane) , 
and she ' s playing extremely well offensi vely . B.J. (Bradford) has shown gr eat improvement 
in ballhandling and in playing defense. I'm pleased with her play a t point guard ." 
On Saturday (Jan . 6), former Lady Eagle pl ayers will be on hand for a special 
alumni night. The fo rmer Lady Eagl es will have a 10-minute scrimmage at half t ime of 
the Dayton game . They will be introduced a t half time of the Eagle game against 
Maryland-Baltimore Co . 
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LADY EAGLE ALUMNI NIGHT, DRUTHER'S BIG CUP NIGHT HIGHLIGHT SATURDAY GAMES AT AAC 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- When Morehead State's Lady Eagles and Eagles play host to 
Dayton and Maryland-Baltimore Co ., respectively, Saturday evening in the Ellis T. 
Johnson Arena of the Academic-Athletic Center, fans will have the chance to honor 
former Lady Eagle players and receive a Druther ' s-Eagle Big Cup. 
Former Lady Eagle players will participate in a scrimmage at halftime of the 
Lady Eagle-Dayton game and will be introduced and honored at halftime of the Eagle-
UMBC game. 
Also, the first 1,000 fans in attendance will receive a Druther ' s-Eagle Big 
Cup. Druther's Restauran t has a limited number of tickets for the games and will be 
giving away food coupons throughout the evening . 
The Lady Eagles will take on Dayton a t 5:15 p.m. EST and the Eagles will take on 
Maryland-Baltimore Co . at 7:30 p.m. EST. 
M E M O R A N D U M 
TO : Judy Yancy 
FROM: Randy Stacy 
DATE : 1-3-90 
RE: Photo needs for the remainder of basketball season 
Listed below are our photographic needs for the remainder of t he basketball season : 
J an . 6 - Black and white ac tion of women's game 0 (5~i5) and Men 's game 
(7:30), plus bl ack and white action of women's alumni 
game at halftime of the women ' s game and black and white 
of presenta t ions t o Lady Eagle Alumni at halftime of the 
men ' s game. 
Jan. 22 - Black and white action of both the women's game (5:15) and 
men ' s game (7:30) 
Jan. 26 - Black and white and color slide ac t ion of the Midnight game, 
plus black and white and color slide shot s with television 
cameras in foreground or background. See me on 1- 26 for 
more information. 
Jan. 27 - Black and white action of women's game (7 : 30) 
Jan. 29 - Black and white and col or slide action of bo t h women' s 
(5:15) and men ' s (7:30) games . 
Feb. 5 - Black and white and col or slide action of both women ' s 
(5 : 15) and men ' s (7:30) games. 
Feb. 24 - Bl ack and whi t e and col or slide action of both women ' s 
(5 : 15) and men ' s (7 : 30) games . 
Feb . 26 - Black and white and co l or slide action of both women ' s 
(5 : 15) and men ' s (7:30) games. 
If you have any questions or comments, please call. 
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Morehead State vs. Mississippi Valley State 
Jan . 8, 1990 , Ellis T . Johnson Arena, Morehead, Ky. 
TIME SCHEDULE 
7:10 20 minute clocks starts 
7:22 National Anthem is played 
7 : 30 20 minute clock winds down to 0:00 for player introductions 
7:32 Tipoff 
There will be three media timeouts each half. They will be taken at the 
first deadball situation following the 15:00, 10:00 and 5:00 marks . Any 
team timeout will cancel a media timeout. Teams may call four timeouts . 
Morehead State (6- 5) Probable Lineup 
F- 30-Brett Roberts ( 15. 2 ppg., 8.9 rpg . > 
(6-8 , So., South Webster, Ohio) 
F- 33-Elbert Boyd (20 .4 ppg., 7 . 5 rpg. ) 
(6-6, Sr., Detro i t, Mich.> 
C- 40-Doug Bentz (10 . 0 ppg., 7 . 5 rpg.) 
(6-9, So . , Marietta, Ohio) 
G- 10-Tracy Armstrong (11.7 ppg., 2.5 rpg.) 
<5-11, Sr. , Dallas, N.C.) 
G- 14- P.J . Nichols (2 . 7 ppg., 0.9 rpg. ) 
<6-7, So., Marion, Ill.) 
Head Coach : Tommy Ga i ther 
MSU Record: 26-43 (3rd year) 
Career Record : 96-89 (7th year) 
Mississippi Valley State <6-7) Probable Lineup 
F- 24- Chequ in White (6.3 ppg., 7.0 rpg. ) 
(6-6, Jr., Moss Point, Miss.) 
F- 25-Will Townsend (7.1 ppg., 7.4 rpg. ) 
(6-6, Fr. , Chicago, Il 1. ) 
C- 30-Phillip Brown (2.4 ppg., 4.4 rpg.) 
<6-9, Fr . , Chicago, Ill.) 
G- 4-Alphonso Ford (22.4 ppg., 4.2 rpg.) 
(6-3 , Fr., Greenwood, Miss.) 
G- 10-Reggie Robi nson (7.7 ppg ., 2 .4 rpg. ) 
<6- 2, Sr., Gu lfport, Miss.) 
Head Coach: Lafayette Stribling 
Officials 
Doug Hampton 
Askew <Atlanta , 
Last Time Out 
(Cynthiana, 
Ga.) 
Ky.) I Burney Jenkins (Georgetown, Ky.), Jim 
Morehead State avenged an earlier loss to Maryland-Balt imore Co . by 
routing UMBC 81-60 Satur day night in Johnson Arena. Mississippi Valley 
State lost 94-82 at Tennessee Tech on Saturday evening. 
Around the OVC Tonight 
Tennessee Tech at Middle Tennessee 
Tennessee State at Missouri-Kansas City 
Next Time Out 
Morehead State will open Ohio Valley Conference play at 7:30 p.m. EST on 
Wednesday (Jan. 10) at Eastern Kentucky. The Lady Eagles will also open 
conference play on Wednesday at EKU. The women's game tips off at 5: 15 
p.m. EST. 
Eagle Notes 
MSU has shot 




better than 50 percent from the field only twice, 42-67-
first game of the season against West Va. State and 29-56-
night against UMBC. The Eagles' home shooting figures are 
MSU has outrebounded opponents in 10 of 11 games. 
Has scored in double figures in all 11 games ... Home statistics, FG 46-
78-.590, FT 23-34-.676, Rebounds 38-7.6, Points 117-23.4 ... Has 44 
offensive rebounds and 39 defensive rebounds ... Scored career high 35 
points earlier this season against Youngstown State ... Career statistics, 
G-GS 42-40, FG 247-531-.465, 3-Pt. 24-74-.324, FT 132-201-.657, Rebounds 
312-7.4, Poin~s 650-15.5. 
Brett Roberts 
Has scored in double figures in nine of 11 games ... Has six double figure 
rebound games .. . Home statistics, FG 31-57-.544, 3-Pt. 2-5-.400, Rebounds 
50-10.0, Points 78-15.6 ... All-Tournament in the Cardinal Varsity Club 
Classic at Ball State ... Scored career-high 25 points against Hardin-
Simmons in the CVCC ... Career statistics, G-GS 38-29, FG 153-309-.495, ·3-
Pt. 18-47-.383, FT 91-128-.711, Rebounds 277-7.3, Points 415-10.9. 
Tracy Armstrong 
Has scored in double figures in seven of 11 games, including five of the 
last seven ... Home statistics, FG 14-40-.350, 3 -Pt. 9-19-.474, Assists 
18, Points 53-10.6 ... Scored career high 25 points at UMBC ... On the 
season, he is hitting 8-41-. 195 on two-point field goals and 29-57-.509 
on three-point field goals ... Career statistics, G-GS 42-36, FG 126-311-
.405, 3-Pt. 66-148- .446, FT 84-105-.800, Assists 148-3.5, Points 402-
9.6. 
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Special to the Morehead News 
1-11- 90 
LADY EAGLES LOSE CONFERENCE OPENER TO EASTERN KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - - The road woes continued for the Morehead State Lady Eagles 
Wednesday (Jan. 10) evening when they lost their Ohio Valley Conference opener 
78-60 at Eastern Kentucky . 
In falling to 4-7 on t he season (0-1 OVC), MSU lost its sixth road game in as 
many outings . The Lady Eagles have lost seven of their last eight games after opening 
the season with three consecutive wins. 
OVC play continues this weekend when the Lady Eagles travel to Murray State 
fhe.A\u.r...,._~ 4,.,,1.e IJlitl fr'p off-.t ~= tc;,.,,.,.t!-s· on Saturday (Jan. 13) and Austin Peay on Monday (Jan . 15) . I 1 g · ; Ff 
.J_-H," fl?,SU ~f\e 'y;I l+:poff c.t{,,30?fll-€-Sf. 
Ff LS f IP The MSU men's team will also be in action each night with its Murray 
State game tipping off at 8:30 p . m. EST and its Austin Peay game tipping off at 
9 p .m. EST. 
Morehead native Bet h Ousley scored a career high 17 points to lead MSU against 
Eastern Kentucky . She also pulled down nine rebounds. Sandy Vincent came off the 
bench to score 10 points. Bev Smith pulled down a game high 13 rebounds. Morehead 
native Julie Magrane, MSU ' s leading scorer and rebounder on the season, had seven 
points and nine rebounds. 
The Lady Eagles hit only 32.8 percent from the field (21-64) and committed 30 
turnovers. 
Veteran Kelly Cowan led Eastern Kentucky with a game high 26 points 
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Special to the Morehead News 
1-11- 90 
EAGLES OPEN CONFERENCE PLAY WITH BIG WIN AT EASTERN KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD, Ky . -- While the winner was not a suprise , the final margin 
certainly was, when the Morehead State Eagles defeated the Eastern Kentucky 
Colonels 91-58 Wednesday (Jan . 10) evening in Richmond. 
MSU won its third game in a row t o move its record to 8-5 overall and 1-0 
in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
The Eagles again take t o the road this weekend for games a t Murray State on 
Saturday (Jan. 13) and at Austin Peay on Monday (Jan. 15). The Murray State game 
tips off at 8:30 p.m. EST and the Austin Peay game tips off at 9 p.m. EST . MSU ' s 
Lady Eagles will play the fir s t game each night, the Murray game tipping off at 6:15 
p .m. EST and the Austin Peay game tipping off at 6 : 30 p.m. EST. 
Five Eagles scored in double figures in the Eastern Kentucky game, led by guard 
Tracy Armstrong's 25 points . Brett Roberts scored 16 points and pulled down a team 
high 10 rebounds . Elbert Boyd scored 14 points and handed out five assists. Keith Malone 
came off the bench to score 11 points, and starting center Doug Bentz scored 10 
points. 
MSU hit 29 of 54 from the field for 53 . 7 percent, their second best field goal 
shooting mark of the season. 
The 33-point victory was MSU ' s biggest ever over EKU according t o the Eagle 
r ecord book. 
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Murray's Second Half Rally Sinks Lady Eagles 
Randy Stacy, Director 
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MURRAY, Ky. Murray State's Lady Racers rallied from a 
nine-point halftime deficit to defeat Morehead State's Lady 
Eagles 76-68 Saturday <Jan. 13) evening in Murray. 
The Lady Eagles, dominating the backboards 
goal shooting, led 40-31 at intermission. They hit 
from the field to Murray's 34.5 percent and 
rebounding edge. 
and the field 
43.8 percent 
held a 24-14 
But. by the 11:45 mark of the second half, Murray had taken 
the lead for good. The Lady Racers scored the first seven points 
in route to a 45-28 second half advantage. In the second half, 
the Lady Eagles hit only 37.9 percent from the field while Murray 
rebounded to hit 50 percent. 
For the game, Murray hit 26 
percent, and the Lady Eagles ht 
percent. 
of 59 from the field for 44 . 1 
25 of 61 from the field for 41 
Morehead's Julie Magrane led all scorers and rebounders with 
25 points and 13 rebounds. Beth Ousley scored 14 points, 
including three, three-point goals. Murray had five players 
score in double figures, led by center Michelle Wenning with 19 
points. 
"I'm disappointed that we didn't win, but I'm not at all 
disappointed in the way we played," said Lady Eagle Coach Loretta 
Marlow. "We are making progress every game." 
The Lady Eagles are 4-8 overall and 0-2 in the Ohio Valley 
Conference. Following a Monday (Jan. 15) night game at Austin 
Peay, MSU will be off until Saturday (Jan. 20) when Louisville 
visits Johnson Arena for a 7:30 p.m. EST contest. 
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Eagles Lose at Murray State, Even OVC Record 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MURRAY, Ky. -- The shoe was certainly on the other foot for 
the Morehead State Eagles Saturday <Jan. 13) at Murray State. 
The Eagles, who had routed Eastern Kentucky 91-58 Wednesday in 
Richmond, saw themselves routed 79-55 by Murray State's Racers. 
Murray broke open a close game with an 8-0 spurt midway 
through the first halt and led 35-25 at intermission. The Racers 
then scored the first 10 points of the second half to take a 20-
point lead, and the Eagles were never able to get any closer than 
11 points after that. 
For the game, Morehead State hit only 19 of 56 from the 
field for 3S.9 percent, while Murray hit 27 of 60 for 45 percent. 
The Eagles were outrebounded for only the third time this season, 
as Murray held a 45-35 rebounding edge. 
Racer center Popeye Jones, the Ohio Valley Conference's 
player at the week in each of the past two weeks, scored a game-
high 24 points and pulled down a game-high 17 rebounds. He also 
had a game-high seven steals. 
Brian Miller came off the bench to score 13 points and was 
MSU's only player in double figures. 
Morehead State is now 8-6 overall and 1-1 in the OVC. 
Following a Monday <Jan. 15) night game at Austin Peay, the 
Eagles will travel to highly regarded Cincinnati for an 8:05 p.m. 
EST game on Thursday <Jan. 18). 
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EAGLES FINISH ROAD TRIP WITH 2- 1 CONFERENCE MARK 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky . - - Morehead State's 80-78 triple overtime victory over Austin 
Peay Monday (Jan. 15) evening in Clarksville, Tenn . , has given the Eagles a 9- 6 
overall record and a 2-1 Ohio Valley Conference mark. 
The 2- 1 conference record puts the Eagles in third place in the early season 
OVC standings, a half game behind co- leaders Murray St ate and Tennessee Tech (both 
with 2-0 records). MSU will not return to conference action until Monday (Jan . 22) 
when Tennessee State visits Johnson Arena for a 7:30 p.m. EST game. In the meantime, 
MSU will travel to Cincinnati on Thursday (Jan . 18) for a nonconference clash against 
the Cincinnati Bearcats of the Metro Conference. 
Brian Miller came off the to score 21 points to l ead MSU in the Austin Peay game. 
Elbert Boyd scored 19 points, and Tracy Armstrong and Doug Bentz scored 12 points each. 
Miller hit eight of 12 from the field and five of six from the free throw line . 
II ti ti 
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MOREHEAD NATIONAL SPONSORS MILLIONAIRE FOR A NIGHT MONDAY IN JOHNSON ARENA 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead National Bank will sponsor a "Millionaire for a Night" 
promotion Monday (Jan . 22) when Tennessee State visi ts Johnson Arena for a 7:30 
p . m. cont est against Morehead Stat e ' s Eagles . 
Some lucky fan will win a day ' s interest on a million dollars and a three-day, 
two-night trip to Resorts International in Atlan t ic City . The trip includes round-trip 
air fare and hotel accomodations . 
Also, t here will be cash drawings t hrought the game . 
The Lady Eagles will t ake on the Lady Tigers of Tennessee State a t 5 : 15 p . m. EST 
on Saturday . 
If II II 
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MILLER. MAGRANE NAMED ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PLAYERS OF THE WEEK 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Eagle Brian Miller, a 6 -5 junior from South 
Bend, Ind., and Julie Magrane, a 6-1 sophomore from Morehead, 
Ky., have been named the Morehead State University Alumni 
Association's Players of the Week for Jan. 9-15. 
Pictures of Miller and Magrane, along with a copy of this 
news release, are being displayed in MSU's Adron Doran University 
Cente r and $100 will be donated in their names to a scholarship 
fund sponsored 
Feb. 21, 1987, 
by the Alumni Association. The fund was begun on 
when $500 was given in the name of Phil Simms, MSU 
Alumnus and quarterback of the New York Giants. 
In MSU's Ohio Valley Conference wins over Austin Peay and 
Eastern Kentucky and its conference loss to Murray State, Miller 
scored 37 points and grabbed 12 rebounds. He had a game-high 21 
points in MSU's triple overtime win over Austin Peay. 




MOREHEAD ST ATE UNNERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
Special t o the Morehead News 
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LADY EAGLES PICK UP CONFERENCE WIN AT AUSTIN PEAY 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky . - - Morehead State's Lady Eagles picked up a big Ohio Valley Conference 
road win Monday (Jan . 15) with a 80- 68 win over Austin Peay ' s Lady Governor s . 
The Lady Eagles are now 5- 8 over all and 1-2 in the conference. MSU will play host 
to Louisville Saturday (Jan . 20) at 7:30 p.m. EST in Johnson Arena . 
Julie Magrane scored 18 points to lead MSU scorers. Bev Smith came off the bench 
t o score 14 points and grab 14 rebounds . Beth Ousley, this week ' s OVC Newcomer of the 
Week, scored 12 points, and B.J . Bradford scored 11 points and handed out seven 
assists. 
The Lady Eagles put on one of the ir best shooting performances of the season, 
hitting 30 of 56 f rom the field for 53,6 percent. 
II II II 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNNERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
1-17-90 
LADY EAGLE BETH OUSLEY NAMED OVC NEWCOMER OF THE WEEK 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State Lady Eagle Beth Ousley, a sophomore from Morehead, 
has been named the Ohio Valley Conference ' s Newcomer of the Week. 
In three games , Ousley scored 43 points, grabbed 22 rebounds and handed out nine 
assists. She hit 15 of 34 from the field, including nine of 23 from three- point range . 
Ousley, a former all- s t ater at Rowan Co. High School, is in her first season with 
the Lady Eagles after transferring from Kentucky and sit t ing out one season. 
II II II 
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Morehead State vs. Cincinnati 
Jan. 18, 19~0, Shoemaker Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Morehead State <9-6) Probable Lineup 
F- 30-Brett Roberts <13.9 ppg., 8.7 rpg. 
<6-~, So, South Webster, Ohio) 
F- 33-Elbert Boyd (18. l ppg., 6.6 rpg.) 
<6-6, Sr., Detroit, Mich.) 
C- 40-Doug Ben~z (10.2 ppg., 7. 1 rpg. > 
,6-9, So., Marietta, Ohio) 
G- 10-Iracy Armstrong <11.9 ppg., 2.7 rpg.) 
,5-11, Sr., Dallas, N.C. > 
G- 20-Keith Malone <5.2 ppg., 3.2 rpg. > 
<6-4, Sr., Los Calif.> 
Head Coach: Tommy Gaither 
MSU Record: 29-43 (3rd year) 
Career Record: 99-89 <7th year) 
Gaither Goes for Career Win 100 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
Tommy Gaither, now in his third season at MSU, has 99 career wins. He 
spent four seasons at Baptist College before coming to Morehead 
Last Time Out 
Morehead State raised its Ohio Valley Conference record to 2-1 with a 
thrilling 80-78 triple overtime victory at Austin Peay on Monday. Brian 
Miller came off the bench to score 21 points to lead MSU. 
Next Time Out 
Morehead State will return to Ohio Valley Conference play on Monday 
<Jan. 22> when it plays host to Tennessee State. The women's game will 
tip off at 5:18 p.m. EST, and the men's game will tip o!f at 7:30 p.m. 
EST. Tennessee State is coached by Morehead State alumnus and former 
LSU assistant Ron Abernathy. 
Millionaire for a Night 
Morehead National Bank is sponsoring a "Millionaire for a Night" 
promotion on Monday when the Eagles and Lady Eagles take on Tennessee 
State. Some lucky fan will win a day's interest on a million dollars 
and a three-day, two-night trip to Resorts International in Atlantic 
City. Other cash drawings will be held throughout the game. 
ESPN to Visit Morehead for MTSU Game 
When the Eagles play host to Middle Tennessee next Friday <Jan. 26) at 
11:59 p.m. EST., Creative Sports will be producing the game for an ESPN 
live telecast. John Sanders will be handling the play-by-play chores, 
while the analyst has yet to be selected. 
Elbert Boyd 
Has scored in double figures in 13 of 15 games ... Has 51 offensive 
rebounds and 48 defensive rebounds ... Scored career high 35 points 
earlier this season against Youngstown State ... Career statistics, G-GS 
46-44, FG 262-573-.457, 3-Pt. 26-79-.329, FT 148-223-.664, Rebounds 328-
7.1, Points 698-15.2. 
Brett Roberts 
Has scored in double figures in 11 of 15 games ... Held to a season-low 
two points last time out at Austin Peay, but his one field goal tied the 
game at 56 with 1:22 left in regulation of the triple overtime 
game ... Has eight double figure rebound games ... All-Tournament in the 
Cardinal Varsity Club Classic at Ball State ... Scored career-high 25 
points against Hardin-Simmons in the CVCC ... Career statistics, G-GS 42-
33, FG 167-341-.490, 3-Pt. 19-52-.365, FT 100-139-.719, Rebounds 310-
7.4, Points 453-10.8. 
Tracy Armstrong 
Has scored in double figures in nine of 15 games ... Scored career high 25 
points at UMBC and at Eastern Kentucky . . . On the season, he is hitting 
161-58-.276 on two-point field goals and 35-82-.427 on three-point field 
goals ... Career statistics, G-GS 46-40, FG 140-353-.397, 3-Pt. 72-173-
.416, FT 100-128-.781, Assists 163-3.5, Points 452-9.8. 
Miller Time? 
In MSU's three Ohio Valley Conference games, Brian Miller has come off 
the bench to spark the Eagles. In those three games, he has hit 13 of 
21 from the field (.619) and scored 37 points (12.3 ppg. ). 
Checking the OVC Statistics 
In this week's edition of the Ohio Valley Conference statistics: MSU is 
third in the league standings and is tied with the second best overall 
record (9-6) in the league ... The Eagles as a team rank second in scoring 
offense (79.5), fourth in scoring defense <75.7>, second in field goal 
percentage C.441>, second in field goal percentage defense c.429) 1 
second in three-point field goal percentage ( . 379), fifth in free throw 
percentage (.671), third in rebound margin <+4.9) and second in scoring 
margin (+3.8> ... Elbert Boyd ranks fourth in scoring (18. 1), sixth in 
field goal percentage (.474) and fourth in steals per game (1.9) ... Brett 
Roberts ranks seventh in scoring (13.9), third in field goal percentage 
(.545), third in rebounding (8.7) and third in blocked shots per game 
(0.8) ... Tracy Armstrong ranks fourth in assists per game (4. 1), 13th in 
scoring <11.9) and second in three-point field goal percentage 
C.427) ... Doug Bentz ranks ninth in rebounding (7.1), ninth in free throw 
percentage <.743) and third in blocked shots per game (0.8). 
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MSU'S BOYD HANDED INDEFINITE SUSPENSION 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD , Ky . -- Morehead State Univers ity Basketball Coach Tommy Gai ther 
has handed Eagle leading scorer Elbert Boyd an indefinite suspension following 
an altercation Boyd had with another student Friday evening on the MSU campus . 
The suspension will definitely prevent Boyd from playing in Monday (Jan . 22) 
night's game between Morehead State and Tennessee State in Morehead. Any additional 
information concerning the potential length of the suspension will be announced later . 
Both Gaither and MSU Athletics Director Steve Hamilton said they would have no f urther 
comment on the matter at this time. 
Boyd is averaging 18. 2 points and 6.8 rebounds per game. 
II II II 
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GAME NOTES 
Univer sity of Louisville Lady Cardinals vs. Morehead State Univer sity Lady Eagles 
January 20, 1990, Ellis T. Johnson Arena, Morehead, Ky. 
MOREHEAD STATE PROBABLE LINEUP (5- 8) 
F-33- Beth Ousley (6- 0, So., 9.1 ppg . , 4 . 8 rpg . , 3 . 2 apg . ) 
F- 44- Julie Magrane (6- 1, So . , 17 . 5 ppg. , 10 . 8 rpg . ) 
C- 41-Christi Smit h (6-2, Jr., 5 . 4 ppg . , 4 . 3 rpg) 
G-30-Kelly Downs (5-7 , Sr . , 8.4 ppg . , 2 . 8 rpg . , 2 . 7 apg.) 
G- 32- B. J . Bradford (5- 5, Jr ., 3 . 2 ppg ., 2. 8 rpg . , 3.6 apg . ) 
TOP RESERVES 
F- 40- Bev Smith (6- 1 , Fr., 8 . 0 ppg . , 7.3 rpg . ) 
G- 10- Sandy Vincent (4.5 ppg . , 1 . 4 r pg . ) 
G-1 1-Shannon Litton (3 . 7 ppg . , 1 . 4 rpg . ) 
LOUISVILLE PROBABLE LINEUP (10- 4) 
F- 42- Angie Johnson (5- 11, Jr . , 7 . 6 ppg . , 9 . 3 rpg.) 
F- 33- Selena Carr (5- 10, Jr., 2 . 9 ppg ., 4 . 6 rpg . ) 
C- 34- Nell Knox (6-0 , Fr., 10.6 ppg., 5.8 rpg.) 
G- 24-Stacey DeGraffenreid (5-9, Jr ., 13.4 ppg., 5 . 5 rpg . , 2 . 4 apg . ) 
G- 20-Tuonisia Turner (5-6, So., 13 . 1 ppg., 3.2 rpg ., 4 . 6 apg . ) 
TOP RESERVES 
G- 32-Erica Jackson (5- 8, Fr . , 9.1 ppg. , 3 . 9 rpg . ) 
C-44- Kelly Rose (6- 1 , Fr., 8 . 1 ppg ., 6 . 9 rpg.) 
G-21-Tracy Pride (5- 8, Jr . , 5 . 0 ppg . , 2 . 3 rpg . ) 
THE SERIES 
Louisville owns a 15- 13 advantage in the series against the Lady Eagles. 
The two teams last met a year ago in Louisville, the result being a 72- 69 MSU 
victory . 
THE COACHES 
Loretta Marlow is in her sixth season at the Lady Eagle helm and owns an 
81- 77 career record. Marlow is 2-3 against Louisville in previous seasons. 
Bud Chi l ders is in hi s first season as t he Lady Cardinal Head Coach after 
completing five years as coach at Murray State University. There he posted an 
82-63 overall mark. 
SO FAR THIS SEASON ... 
Morehead State is 5-8 and 1-2 in the Ohio Valley Conference . The Lady Eagles 
notched their first conference victory Monday night against Austin Peay , 80-68 . 
Louisville is 10-4 and 2- 2 in the Metro Conference . The Lady Cardinals have 
lost their last two contests, a 69-66 overtime loss to Florida State and, mos t 
recently, a 65-52 defeat at the hands of South Carolina . Louisville had won 
nine straight previously . 
Sports Information 
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LADY EAGLES LOSE OVERTIME CONTEST TO LOUISVILLE 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD , Ky. - - Morehead State ' s Lady Eagles led for much of t he contest bu t 
couldn ' t hold off a Louisville rally and dropped a 78-71 overtime contest to the 
Lady Cardinals Saturday (Jan. 20) evening in Johnson Arena . 
The Lady Eagles led by four, 33-29, at the half , and still led by four with 29 
seconds left in the game . But , Louisville ' s Erica Jackson hit bot h ends of a bonus 
free throw s ituation to make it 66- 64 with 29 seconds left. Inside the last 22 
seconds of the game, MSU missed two front ends of bonus free throw situations setting 
the stage for Louisville ' s Tracy Pride to score her only field goal of the game with 
six seconds left to tie the score at 66 at the end of regulation. 
The Lady Cardinals dominated the overtime, outscoring MSU 12-5 to post the 78- 71 
victory . Jackson led Louisville with 23 points . 
Kelly Downs scored 25 points for the Lady Eagles. Julie Magrane scored 15 points 
and pulled down a game-high 11 rebounds . 
With the win, Louisville raised its record to 11-4 . MSU dropped to 5-9 on the 
season . Following a Monday evening game against Tennessee State, the Lady Eagles 
travel to Northern Kentucky on Wednesday (Jan. 24) . 
II II II 
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Morehead State vs . Tennessee State 
Jan. 22, 1990, Ellis T. Johnson Arena, Morehead , Ky. 
TIME SCHEDULE 
7 :10 20 minute clocks starts 
7 :22 -- National Anthem is played 
7:30 -- 20 minute clock winds down to 0:00 for player introductions 
Should the women's game run long, there wil l be at least 30 minutes 
between games. There will be three media timeouts each half . They will 
be taken at the first deadbal l situation following the 15:00, 10:00 and 
5:00 marks. Any team timeout will cancel a media timeout . Teams may 
call four timeouts. 
Morehead S t ate (9 -7, 2-1 OVC) Probable Lineup 
F- 22-Brian Mi ller (8.5 ppg., 3 . 7 rpg. ) 
(6-5 ; Jr., South Bend, Ind.) 
F- 30-Brett Roberts ( 14. 0 ppg., 8.6 rpg . ) 
(6-8, So., South Webster, Ohio) 
C- 40-Doug Bentz (10 . 2 ppg., 7.1 rpg.) 
(6-9 , So., Marietta, Ohio) 
G- 10-Tracy Armstrong (11.4 ppg ., 2.8 rpg. ) 
(5 - 11 , Sr., Dallas, N. C . ) 
G- 20- Keith Malone (5 .2 ppg., 3 .2 rpg . ) 
(6-4 , Sr . , Los Ange l es; Calif . ) 
Head Coach : Tommy Gaither 
MSU Record: 29-45 (3rd year) 
Career Record : 99-91 (7th year) 
Tennessee State (6-10 , 1-2 OVC) Probable Lineup 
F- 33-Darryl Brooks (27. 4 ppg. , 8 . 2 rpg.) 
(6-4, Jr., Detroit, Mich . ) 
F- 42 -Nico Childs (7 . 5 ppg., 6.1 rpg.) 
(6-6 1 Jr ., Manchester, Ga.) 
C- 44-Joseph Marion (6.0 ppg., 6 . 5 rpg. ) 
(6-6 , So., Detroti, Mich. ) 
G- 20-Michael Lemons (8.7 ppg., 3.6 rpg. ) 
(6- 1 , Jr., Michigan City, Ind . ) 
G- 22-Victor Fraley (11. 2 ppg., 1. '9 rpg. ) 
(6-3, So., Atlanta , Ga . ) 
Head Coach: Ron Abernathy 
TSU Record: 6 - 10 (1st year ) 
Career Record: 6-10 (1st year ) 
Officials 
Jim Vandegrift <Lebanon , Ohio), 
Stuart <Mar yvi lle , Tenn. ) 
Jac k Carey <Knoxville, Tenn.), Michael 
Gaither Goes for Career Win 1 00 
Tommy Gaither, now i n his third season at MSU , has 
spent four seas ons at Baptist College before coming 
99 car eer wins. 
to Morehead . 
He 
~SU Alumn~s Abernathy Coaches T2U 
:~u ~oach Ron Abernathy is a 1972 graauate of Morehead State and is a 
member of the University's Alumni Hall of Fame. 
::..ast fime Out 
·1orehead State lost 68-61 at ~i.5hly regarded Cincinnat.i. 
34 - 30 at tne halr. 
~illionaire tor a Ni~n-c. 
The Eagle::; led. 
Aorehead Nat iona l Bank is sponsoring a "Millionaire for a Night" 
:::,remot ion tonight. Some lucky fan wi ll win a day's interest on a 
million dollars and a three-day , two-nignt. trip to Resor-c.s International 
in Atlantic City. Other cash drawings wi ll be held throughou t the g ame. 
ESPN to Visit Morehead for l'lTSU Game 
~hen the Eagles play host to Middle Tennessee Friday (Jan . 26) at 11 : 59 
p .m. EST . Creat ive Sporst will be producing the game for an ESPN live 
tAlecast. John Sanders will be handling the p lay-by- play chores, while 
t~e analyst has yet to be selected. 
~lberr. Boyd Suspended 
.2.:i.gle Head Coach T01mny Giai:her has handed leadin g scorer Elbert Boyd 
iadefini-c.e suspension t allowing an altercation Boyd had with another 
·::.tudent last Friday. No timetable has ve t bee n established for Boyd's 
potential return to the squad. 
Brett Roberts 
Has scored in double :tigure s in 12 of 15 games .. . Has eight double figure 
rebound g ames .. . All-Tournament in the Cardinal Varsity Club Classic at 
3all State .. . Scored career-high 25 points against Hardin-Simmons in ~he 
CVCC ... Car eer statistics , G-GS 43-34, FG 172-351 - . 490 , 3 - Pt. 20- 54- . 370, 
FT 104- 143- .727, Rebounds ~16-7.3 , Points 468-10.9. 
Tracy A.rmstrong 
Has scored in double figures in nine o! 16 games . . . Scored c areer high 25 
points at UMBC and at Eastern Kentucky ... On the season, he i.5 hi t"ting 
16-59- . 271 on two-pain~ field goals and 36-84-.429 on three-point field 
:3oal s ... Career statis tics , G-GS 47-41, FG 141-356-. 396 , 3-Pt. 7:3-175-
. 417 , FT 100-128-.781, Assists 164 - 3 . 5 , Points 455-9.7. 
tu l 1er Time? 
in MSU's three Ohio Valley Conference games , Brian Miller has come ofr 
"':ne benc n to spar it the Eagles. In those t hree games, he has hit 13 or 
21 from the field C. 619> and scored 37 points ( 12.3 ppg. ) 
Lheckin~ i:he OVC Statistics 
In last week's edition o! the Ohio Vall2y Copnference s~atistics: MSU 
i3 third in the league standings and is ~ied with the second best 
o .·,~rall re,::ord <.9-6 > in the league ... The Eagles as a team rank second in 
scoring olfa nse <79 . 5J , four th in scoring def ense l75.7) , second in 
!~eld goals percentage l.441) . second in field goal percentage defense 
l . 429>, second i n three-?oint field goal percentage ( . 3'19> , fifth in 
rree tnrow percentage <.671> . third in rebound margi n <+4 . 9> and second 
in scoring margin <.+3. 8> . .. Elbert Boyd ranks iourth in scoring (18 . 1>, 
3i:{th in f ielc. goal percentage <. 4 7 4 > and fourth in steals per game 
< l. 9 > . .. Brett Roberr,s ranks s,~venth in scaring < 13 . 9 > , third in field 
goal percentage <. 545> . third in rebounding C817> and third in blocked 
.,;hots per 3ame <0.8 .> ... Tracy Armstrong ranks tourth in assists per game 
14 . 1), 13th in scoring <. 11.9) and second in three-point field goal 
o~rcentage <. 427> ... Doug Een~= ranks nin~~ in rebounding <. 7. 1.>, ninth in 
tree ~~row perc~ntag e ( . 14~ .> anc ~nir~ in bloc~ed shots per ~ame <. U.8.>. 
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ROBERTS, DOWNS NAMED ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PLAYERS OF THE WEEK 
MOREHEAD, Ky. 
South Wester, Ohio, 
Eagle Brett Roberts, a 6-8 sophomore from 
and Kel ly Downs, a 5-7 senior from 
Londonderry, Ohio, have been named the Morehead State University 
Alumni Association's Players of the Week for Jan. 16-22. 
Pictures of Roberts and Downs, along with a copy of this 
news release, are being displayed in MSU's Adron Doran University 
Center and $100 will be donated in their names to a scholarship 
fund sponsored by the Alumni Association. The fund was begun on 
Feb. 21, 1987, when $500 was given in the name of Phil Simms, MSU 
Alumnus and quarterback of the New York Giants. 
In two games Roberts scored 33 points and grabbed 19 
rebounds. He had a game high 13 rebounds in MSU's win over 
Tennessee State. 
In two games Downs scored 40 points. She hit 14 of 28 1ield 
goals, including seven of 13 3-point shots. For her ef:torts 




MOREHEAD ST ATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
Special t o the Morehead News 
1- 24- 90 
EAGLES , LADY EAGLES SWEEP TENNESSEE STATE 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky . -- Morehead State ' s Eagles and Lady Eagles swept an Ohio Valley 
Conference doubleheader from Tennessee State Monday (Jan . 22) evening in J ohnson 
Arena . 
The Lady Eagles, 6-9 overall and 2- 2 in the Ohio Valley Conference, defeated 
the Lady Tigers 64- 51 in the opener. Julie Magrane scored 17 points and grabbed 
10 rebounds t o lead MSU . Kelly Downs , this week ' s OVC Player of the Week, scored 
15 points, and Beth Ousley scored 10 points. 
The Lady Eagles wil l play host Middle Tennessee on Saturday (Jan. 27) evening 
at 7:30 p.m. EST and Tenness ee Tech on Monday (Jan . 29) at 5:15 p . m. EST. The 
Tennessee Tech game is the fir s t game of a conference doubleheader. 
The Eagles moved into a tie for second place in the conference standings with 
a 93-91 win over the Tigers. MSU played without leading scorer Elbert Boyd who is 
on indefinite suspension following an altercation he had with another student last 
Friday. Boyd will not play in Friday night ' s ESPN televised contes t between MSU and 
Middle Tennessee . 
Brian Miller, s tarting in place of Boyd, scored a career-high 23 points to lead the 
Eagles. Keith Malone scored a career- high 21 points . Brett Rober t s and Tracy Armstrong 
scored 18 points each . Roberts pulled down a game-high 13 rebounds. 
The Eagles raised their record t o 10-7 overall and 3-1 in the OVC. Murray State 
leads the league with a 4-0 record, while MSU and Tennessee Tech are tied for second . 
MSU will play host to Middle Tennessee Friday (Jan . 26) evening in a game to 
be televised live nationally by ESPN . Tipoff time will be around midnight. 
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ESPN TO TELEVISE LIVE FROM JOHNSON ARENA FRIDAY NIGHT 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Friday night's game between Morehead State and Middle Tennessee 
will be t elevised live nationally by ESPN. Tipoff time will be around midnight EST . 
It will be Long John Silvers' Team Photo Night with the first 1,000 fans 
receiving a four- color team photo of the Eagles. 
Also, there are numerous spirit contests and banner contest beginning at 
10 p . m. There will be a Dick Vitale look-a-like contest . Local high school students 
are being invited . Cash drawings will be held. 
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LEE'S FAMOUS RECIPE SPONSORS EAGLE PENNANT NIGHT ON MONDAY 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Lee ' s Famous Recipe will sponsor Eagle Pennant night when 
Morehead State's Eagles and Lady Eagles play host to Tennessee Tech Monday (Jan. 29) 
evening in Johnson Arena . 
The first 1,000 fans entering Johnson Arena will receive a beautiful Eagle 
pennant. A limited number of tickets for the games are available at Lee's Famous 
Recipe in Morehead. 
.. ' 
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Morehead State vs. Middle Tennessee 
Jan. 26, 1990, Ellis T. J ohnson Arena , Morehead , Ky. 
TI J.1E SCHEDULE 
Actual Time Game Clock 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
30:00 Game ,::lock begins winding down to 0 : 00 and 
player introductions 
11:56 
12 : 00 





Teams leave floor and nationa::. anthem is 
played 
ESPN begins live telecast 
Horn sounds calling teams to -:.heir benches 
for playerintroductions 
Introductions conclude and ES?N takes a one 
mi:1u-:e break 
12:09 -- Ti::>o:f 
Media timeouts will be taken at T,~e first deactball situations under the 
lb , 12, 8 and ~-minute marks o: each nalf unless cancelled by a team 
timeout. The tirst fo ur timeouts of each half , regardless ot whether 
they are media timeouts or called by a team. will last 100 seconds. All 
other timeouts will be standard length . Teams may call tour timeouts. 
Morehead State (10-7 , 3-1 OVC; Probable Lineup 
F- 22-Brian Miller l9.4 ppg., 3.9 rpg. > 
(6- 5, Jr. , South Bend, Ind. > 
F- 30-Brett Roberts ll4 .2 ppg .. 8.8 rpg. > 
(6-8 , So., South Webster, O~io> 
C- 40-Doug Bentz (10 .0 ppg., 7. l rpg. > 
<6-9, So., Marietta , Ohio) 
G- 10-Tracy Armstrong Ul . 8 ppg., 2.6 rpg. > 
<. 5-11 . Sr. , Da 11 as, N. (; . .l 
G- 20-Keith Malone (6. 1 ppg., 3.3 rpg . > 
<.6-4, Sr .. Los Angeles, Cai..if . > 
Head Coach : To~nv Gaither 
½SU Record: 30-45 <3rd year > 
Career Record.: 100- 91 <7 th vear> 
Middle Tennessee (5-11 , U-4 OVC> Probable• ineup 
F- 30-Kevia Wallace '12. :3 pPg .. 5. 9 rpg. > 
<6-o , Sr ., Na,;;hville, fenn . .l 
F- 33-Quincy Vance <7.4 ppg., 8.1 rpg. > 
<.1:)-7 , So ., Fayetteville . fenn. > 
C- 34-David Clark l5 . 5 ppg., 3.2 rpg. > 
<.b - 7, Fr., Memphis, Tenn . > 
G- ~.4-Gerald 1-Iarr-is <10.3 ~pg .. 3 .4 rpg. i 
<.5-11 . S r . , Chat tanooga , Tenn.) 
U- 2S- R□bert Taylor ll3.6 PP3·, 3.4 rpg. > 
<.6- 15, Fr .. !1emohis, Tc:nn . .> 





CM.aryvi l le. Tenn. >. 
Ky. ) 
Gaither Gets Career Win 1 00 
Ken Cox <Lexington, Ky. ) , Roger Cross · 
Tommy Gaither , now in his third season at MSU . has 100 career wins. He 
soent four seasons at Baptist Col lege before coming to Morehead. He 
picked up career win 100 on Monday night against Tennessee State . 
Last Time Out 
Morehead State won 93-91 over Tennessee State here in Johnson Arena. 
Middle Tennessee lost 67-62 at home to Austin Peay. 
The Series 
Morehead State leads 44- 33 in a series that dates to 1952-53. 
Crea tive Sports Marketing / ESPN On Hand 
C~eative Snorts Marketing is producing tonight's game for a live ESPN 
telecast. Alycia Kivlighan is the producer. John Sanders will be 
handling the play-by-play, and Jo n Albright will be the analyst. 
Four Players Remain SusDended 
Morehead State forward Elbert Boyd and Middle Tennessee players Mike 
auck, Chris Ingram and Titus Jackson all remain suspended for tonight ' s 
game. Boyd was suspended following an altercation w1~n another MSU 
student a n d missed last Monday's Tennessee State game. He is e x pected 
to play Monday against Tennessee Tech. The three MTSU players are in 
the final games of four-game suspensions for fighting in an earlier 
Middle Tennessee-Tennessee Tech game. 
Brett Roberts 
Has scored in double figures in 
rebound games ... All-Tournament 
Bail State . . . Scored career-high 
cvcc . 
Tracy Armstrong 
13 of 17 games .. . Has nine double figure 
in the Cardinal Varsity Club Classic at 
25 points against Hardin-Simmons in the 
Has scored in double figures in 10 of 17 games . .. Scored career high 25 
points at UMBC and at Eastern Kentucky ... On the season, he is hitting 
19-67-.284 on two-point field goals and 39-91-.429 on three - point field 
goals. 
Miller Time? 
In. MSU 's tour Ohio Valley Conference games, Brian Miller has sparked the 
Eagles. In those four games, he has hit 21 of 35 from the field <.600 > 
and scored 60 points <15.0 ppg. ). He started in place of Elbert Boyd on 
Monday night and scored a career high 23 points to lead Eagle scor ers. 
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Special to the Morehead News 
LADY EAGLES LOSE TO MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Like the Morehead State Eagles the night before, MSU's Lady 
Eagles ou t scored Middle Tennessee from the field but still lost a key Ohio Valley 
Conference game to the Lady Raiders 71-60 . 
MSU hit 27 field goals to MTSU's 26 field goals, but the Lady Raiders hit 15 of 20 
free throws and the Lady Eagles hit three of five. 
MSU is now 7- 10 overall and 2-3 in the OVC. Following a Monday game at home against 
Tennessee Tech, the Lady Eagles will travel to Wright State for 5:15 p.m. EST contest on 
Wednesday (Jan . 31) . 
Julie Magrane scored 18 points and pulled down seven rebounds for MSU in the MTSU 
game. No other Lady Eagle scored in double figures, but Beth Ousley pulled down 
10 rebounds. 
MTSU had four players score in doublefigures . 
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MIDNIGHT GAME CERTAINLY IS "MADNESS" FOR MSU EAGLES 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Some people called Friday night ' s nationally televised game 
between Morehead State and Middle Tennessee "Midnight Madness" because of its 
12:09 a.m. EST starting t ime . And, the MSU Eagles will certainly agree with the 
madness part. 
Despite outscoring MTSU by seven field goals (25-28), outshooting MTSU from the 
field (37 . 3 percent to 31.6 percent) and outrebounding MTSU (48-38), MSU lost 67- 65 
and fell into a second- place tie with Tennessee Tech and Eastern Kentucky in the 
Ohio Valley Conference standings. The Eagles are 10-8 overall and 3- 2 in the league . 
The difference came at the free throw line, where the Blue Raiders hit 24 of 29 
attempts, while the Eagles hit 12 of their 16 attempts. In the first half, MSU trailed 
39-33 after hitting one of two free throws while MTSU hit 16 of 17 . 
ESPN instant repl ays of two key officials' calls late in the cont est caused 
further "madness" for Head Coach Tommy Gaither and the Eagles . Replays of a five- second 
closely guarded call against Eagle guard Tracy Armstrong seemed to indicate that Armstrong 
neither held the ball five seconds nor was he guarded closely during the time as required 
by the ru l e. That play occurred late in the game and gave MTSU the basketball with the 
score tied . Then, when Blue Raider Robert Taylor hit a jumper with five seconds 
remaining, the officials awarded him three points when the replay showed he was clearly 
inside the three-point arc and that only two points should have been awarded. 
Armstrong was fouled with three seconds remaining. He hit the first of two free 
throws, then missed the second intentionally. MSU got the rebounded and Donnie Matthews 
had a shot blocked out of bounds at the one second mark . Matthews got off one final shot 
at the buzzer, but it too missed. 
Brett Roberts scored 20 points and grabbed 11 rebounds to lead MSU. Keith Malone 
scored 15 points, and Doug Bentz scored 11 points and grabbed 14 rebounds. MSU was 
playing its second game without leading scorer Elbert Boyd who was suspended. He was 
expected back for Monday night's game against Tennessee Tech. 
Following the Tech game, MSU will take on Nicholls State on Thursday (Feb. 1) 
in Thibodaux, La. 
'l 
_ _, 
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Morehead State vs. Tennessee Tech 
Jan. 29 , 1990, Ellis T. Johnson Arena, Morehead, Ky. 
TIME SCHEDULE 
7:10 20 minute clocks starts 
7 :22 -- National Anthem is played 
7:30 -- 20 minute clock winds down to 0:00 for player introd uctions 
Should the women's game run long, there will be at least 30 minutes 
between games. There will be three media timeouts each half. They will 
be taken at the f i rst dea dball situation following the 15:00 , 10 : 00 and 
5 : 00 marks. Any team timeout will cancel a media timeout . Teams may 
call four timeouts . 
Morehead State (10-8 , 3-2 OVC) Probable Lineup 
F- 22-Brian Miller (9 . 1 ppg., 3 .8 rpg. ) 
(6-5 , Jr., South Bend, Ind . ) 
F- 30-Br e t t Roberts (14 . 6 ppg., 8.9 rpg. ) 
(6-8 , So., South Webster, Ohio) 
C- 40-Doug Bentz (10 . 1 ppg., 7.5 rpg. ) 
(6-9 , So., Marietta, Ohio) 
G- 10-Tracy Armstrong (11 . 4 ppg ., 2.6 rpg. ) 
(5- 11, Sr. , Dallas , N.C. > 
G- 20-Keith Malone (6 . 6 ppg., 3.4 rpg . > 
<6-4, Sr. , Los Angeles, Calif . ) 
Head Coach: Tommy Gaither 
MSU Record: 30-46 (3rd year) 
Career Record: 100- 92 (7th year) 
Tennessee Tech (13- 6, 3 - 2 OVC) Probable Lineup 
F- 21-Jerome Rodgers <10. 1 ppg ., 5 . 5 rpg . ) 
<6-6, Jr., Lithon ia , Ga.) 
F- 32- Earl Wise (20.4 ppg. , 7 .4 rpg . ) 
(6-7 , Sr., Macon, Ga.) 
C- 00- Mi los Babic (12 . 2 ppg . . 7 . 6 rpg.) 
(7- 0, Sr., Kraljevo, Yugoslavia) 
G- 11-Bobby Mc Williams (12 .2 ppg. , 2.5 rpg.) 
(6-0, Jr., Barbou rville, Ky . ) 
G- 12-Van Usher ( 11.7 ppg., 4.5 rpg.) 
(6-0, So., Lithon ia , Ga. > 
Head Coach: Frank Harr ell 
TTU Record: 21 - 22 (2nd year) 
Career Record: 21-22 (2nd year) 
Officials 
Robert McGrath <Valley Station, 
Jerry Petro <Franklin, Ind. ) 
Ky. ) , Jerry Pickrell ,Lexington, Ky.>, 
Gaither Gets Career Win 100 
Tol'Il11ly Gaither, now in his third season at MSU , has 100 career wins . He 
spent four seasons at Baptist College before coming to Morehead. He 
picked up career win 100 against Tennessee State. 
Last Time Out 
Morehead State lost 67-65 to Middle Tennessee here in Johnson Arena on 
Friday evening/ Saturday morning. Tennessee Tech lost 74-59 at Eastern 
Kentucky on Saturday . 
The Series 
Morehead State leads 51-35 in a ser i es that dates to 1950- 51. 
Brett Roberts 
Has scor ed in double figures in 
rebound games ... All-Tournament 
Ball State ... Scored career-high 
cvcc. 
Tracv Armstrong 
14 of 18 games ... Has 10 double figure 
in the Cardinal Varsity Club Classic at 
25 points against Hardin-Sil'Il11lons in the 
Has scored in double figures in 10 of 18 games ... Scored career high 25 
points at UMBC and at Eastern Kentucky ... On the season , he i s hitting 
21-72-.292 on two-point field goals and 39-96-.406 on three-point field 
goals. 
Miller Time? 
In MSU's five Ohio Valley Conference games, Brian Miller has sparked the 
Eagles . In those five games, he has hit 23 of 39 from the field (.590) 
and scored 64 points (12.8 ppg. ) . He started in place of Elbert Boyd the 
past two games. He scored a career high 23 points to lead Eagle scorers 
against Tennessee State . 
Boyd Returns 
Eagle leading 
He has served 
MSU student. 
scorer Elbert Boyd should see action in tonight's game . 
a two-game supension fo llowing a n altercation with another 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 
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For Immediate Release 
SOUTH OF THE BORDER NIGHT WHEN MSU MEETS EKU - GAME TO BE TELEVISED BY WYMT 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Taco Tico will be sponsoring "South of the Border Night" 
Monday (Feb. 5) when Morehead Stat e plays host to Eas t ern Kentucky. One lucky 
fan will win a trip for two for four days and three nights in Cancun, Mexico . 
Airfare and hotel accommodations will be provided and t he winner will also 
receive one million Mexican pesos. 
Tip-off will be 8 p.m. EST at Ellis T. Johnson arena and will be televised 
by WYMT in Hazard, Ky. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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For Immediate Release 
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BENTZ, MAGRANE NAMED ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PLAYERS OF THE WEEK 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Eagle Doug Bentz, a 6-9 sophomore from 
Marietta, Ohio, and Julie Magrane, a 6-1 sophomore from Morehead, 
Ky., have been named the Morehead State University Alumni 
Association's Players of the Week for Jan. 23-29. 
Pictures of Bentz and Magi·ane, along with a copy of this 
news release, are being displayed in MSU's Adron Doran University 
Center and $100 will be donated in their names to a scholarship 
fund sponsored by the Alumni Association. The fund was begun on 
Feb. 21, 1987, when $500 was given in the name of Phil Simms, MSU 
Alumnus and guarterback of the New York Giants. 
In MSU's two Ohio Valley Conference games, Bentz scored 34 
points and pulled in 19 rebounds. He had a career-high 23 points 
against Tennessee Tech. 
In three games, 
rebounds. 




MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
Morehead State vs. Eastern Kentucky 
Feb. 5, 1990 , Ellis T. Johnson Arena, Morehead, Ky . 
TIME SCHEDULE 
Actual Time Game Clock 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
7 : 35 
7:57 
8:00 
8 : 05 
30:00 
8 : 00 
5 : 00 
0:00 
Game clock begins winding down to 0:00 and 
player introductions 
8 : 06 : 30 
Media timeouts will be 
15, 10 and 5-minute 
timeout. 
timeouts. 
Al 1 timeouts 
Teams leave floor a nd national anthem is 
played 
WYMT begins live telecast 
Horn sounds calling teams to their benches 
for player introductions 
-- Tipoff 
taken at the first deadball situation s under the 
mar ks of each half u n less cancelled by a team 
will be standard length. Teams may call four 
Morehead S t ate (11-9 , 3-3 OVC) Probabl e Lineup 
F- 30-Br ett Roberts (14.7 ppg., 9.2 rpg. ) 
<6-8 , So . , South Webster, Ohio) 
F- 33-Elbert Boyd ( 18 . 2 ppg . , 6.7 rpg. ) 
(6-5, Sr . , Detroit, Mich. ) 
C- 40-Doug Bentz (10 . 6 ppg . , 7.2 rpg. ) 
<6-9 , So ., Mariet ta, Ohio) 
G- 10- Tracy Armstrong (12.4 ppg. , 2.4 rpg. ) 
(5-11, Sr., Dallas, N.C. > 
G- 20- Keith Malone (6 . 6 ppg., 3.3 rpg. > 
(6-4, Sr., Los Angeles, Calif.) 
Head Coach: Tommy Gaither 
MSU Record: 31-47 <3rd year) 
Career Record: 101-93 (7th year ) 
Eastern Kentucky (8-12 , 4-2 OVC) Probable Lineup 
F- 11- Aric Sinclair <11 . 5 ppg., 4.7 rpg. ) 
<6-3, Jr., Jackson ville, Fla . ) 
F- 22- Mike Davis (8 .8 ppg. , 5 . 9 rpg.) 
(6-5, Sr., Cincin nati, Ohio) 
C- 25-Mike Smith (4 . 6 ppg., 7.5 rpg.) 
(6-9 , So., Detroit , Mich . ) 
G- 3-Derek Reuben (9 .8 ppg., 2.2 rpg. ) 
(6-0 , So., Minneapolis, Minn.) 
G- 32-Jamie Ross (9.3 ppg ., 3.3 rpg.) 
<6-2, So. , Philad elphia , Pa.> 
Head Coach: Mike Pollio 
EKU Record: 8-12 (1st year) 
Career Record: 190-104 (10th year) 
,, . 
Officials 
Jake Bell (Lexington, Ky.), Ed Gatterdam (Louisville, Ky .) , Rip Hatfield 
<Louisv ille, Ky. ) 
Last Time Out 
Morehead State won 8 7-79 at Nicholls State to break a two-game losing 
streak. 
The Series 
Eastern Kentucky_ leads 74- 50 in a series that dates to 1930-31. 
WYMT Sports On Hand 
WYMT-TV is producing tonight's game for live telecast. Jim Combs is the 
producer. Former Eagle Sports Network analyst Roger Redmon and Keith 
Casebolt will be handling the broadcast chores . WYMT is located in 
Hazard, Ky. , and serves all of Eastern Kentucky. Former Eagle 
Basketball Coach and present MSU Board of Regents Member Wayne Martin is 
WYMT Station Manager. 
Brett Roberts 
Has scored in double fi gures in 16 of 2 0 games ... Has 11 double figure 
rebound games ... All-Tournament in the Cardinal Varsity Club Classic at 
Ball State . .. Scored career-high 25 points against Hardin-Simmons in the 
CVCC ... Averaging 12 .3 points and 8. 8 rebounds in OVC games only . 
Tracy Armstrong 
Has scored in double figures in 12 of 2 0 games . .. Scored career high 30 
points against Tennessee Tech in MSU's last conference game ... On the 
season , he is hitting .329 (28-85 ) on two-point field goals and .413 
(45-109 ) on three-point field goals ... He is averaging 16.2 points in OVC 
games only. 
Elbert Boyd 
Has scored in double figures in 16 of 18 games ... Scored a career-high 35 
points earlier this season against Youngstown State ... Averaging 13.2 
points and 4.2 rebounds in OVC games only. 
Sports Information 
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GAME NOTES 
Marshall University Lady Herd vs. Morehea~ State University Lady Eagles 
February 7, 1990, Ellis T. Johnson Arena, Morehead, Ky. 
MOREHEAD STATE PROBABLE STARTING LINEUP (8-12, 2-5 OVC) 
F-33-Beth Ousley (6- 0 , So., 8.9 ppg., 4 . 9 rpg., 3 . 5 apg.) 
F-44-Julie Magrane (6-1, So., 18.0 ppg., 10.6 rpg . ) 
C-41-Christi Smith (6-2 , Jr . , 5 . 8 ppg., 3.7 rpg.) 
G-30-Kelly Downs (5- 7, Sr., 10.0 ppg., 2.9 rpg., 2.5 apg.) 
G-32-B.J . Bradford (5-5, Jr . , 3 . 2 ppg ., 3.0 rpg . , 4 . 5 apg.) 
TOP RESERVES 
F-40-Bev Smith (6- 1, Fr ., 8 . 1 ppg., 7.0 rpg . ) 
G-10-Sandy Vincent (5-9, So., 4.2 ppg., 1.3 rpg.) 
G-11-Shannon Litton (5-3, So., 3 . 1 ppg., 1.3 rpg.) 
G- 20-Sondi Eden (5-10, Fr., 3 . 2 ppg ., 2.0 rpg.) 
MARSHALL PROBABLE STARTING LINEUP (7-13) 
F-21-Kristi Huff (5-9, So., 11.6 ppg., 5.4 rpg.) 
F-14-Lea Ann Parsley (5-8, Sr., 12 . 2 ppg., 4.8 rpg., 2.9 apg.) 
C-23-Sheila Johnson (5-8 , Jr., 17.6 ppg., 9.0 rpg.) 
G- 32- Tina Jones (5-5, Jr., 4.2 ppg., 1.8 rpg., 4.1 apg.) 
G- 33-Jill McElhinny (5-6, So., 6.2 ppg., 2.2 rpg.) 
TOP RESERVES 
G-10-Jenelle Stephenson (4-11, Sr . , 9.1 ppg . , 1.5 rpg., 2 .1 apg.) 
F-22-Heather Brown (5-11, So., 7.2 ppg., 5.5 rpg.) 
F-30- Tracy Krueger (5-9, Fr., 4 . 4 ppg., 4.1 rpg. ) 
THE SERIES 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
Morehead State owns a 15-8 advant age in the series against Marshall. The Lady 
Eagles and Lady Herd last met a year ago in Huntington, the result being a 73- 67 MSU 
victory. In that game, sophomore forward Julie Magrane paced the Lady Eagles with 
19 points and 13 rebounds while senior guard Kelly Downs added 10 points. Marshall's 
Kristi Huff and Sheila Johnson scored 14 and 11 points, respectively , in t he Lady 
Herd loss . 
THE COACHES 
Loretta Marlow is currently in her sixth season a t the Lady Eagle helm and owns 
an 84-81 career record. Marlow is 2-3 against Marshall in previous seasons. 
Judy Southard, in her ninth year with the Lady Herd, has compiled a 140-104 mark 
while at Marshall and an overall record of 167-155 in 11½ years. Southard is 4-4 
versus Morehead State. 
SO FAR THIS SEASON ... 
Morehead State is 8- 12 and 2-5 in the Ohio Valley Conference . The Lady Eagles 
have lost their last three of four, the most recent setback an 89-82 loss to Eastern 
Kentucky on Monday night. 
Marshall is 7- 13 and 1-5 in the Southern Conference . The Lady Herd, like MSU, 
is struggling of late, l os ing their last five of six . In their last outing, Marshall 
fell to Tennessee-Chattanooga, 88-74. 
Sports Inti rmation 
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Eagles Tied For Third in OVC , Travel to TTU and MTSU 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State's Eagle basketball team 
returns to ~he road this weekend with stoos at Tennessee Tech 
CFeb. 10, 8:30 p . m. EST> and Middle Tennessee lFeb. 12, 8:30 p.m. 
EST) . 
The Eagles are 12- 9 overall and 4-3 in the Ohio Valley 
Conierence. MSU is ,:ieci ror third in the conrere:nce witn rival 
Eastern Kentucky. Murray State leads the league witn a perfect 
?-0 mark, dnd Tennessee :'ecn ::.s second with a 5-2 l eague mark. 
The road has not □een all bad for the Ea gles. Overall, they 
a r e 4 - 3 away f r o m home. In the conference, MSU is 2 - 2 at home 
and 2 - 1 on the roaa . 
that MSU will De trying 
defeated MSU 07 - 65 in a 
26 in Jonnson Arena. 
It is t.!le two conierence 11ome losses 
to avenge this weekend. Xidctle Tennessee 
nationally televised contest on Jan . 
Tennessee Tech deieated MSU 106-95 on 
Arena. 
Jan. 29, a_so in Johnson 
# # # 
Morehead State (12- 9 , 4-3 OVC> Probable L ineup 
F-30- Brett Robe r ts (14.4 p pg ., 8 . 3 rpg . ) 
<6-8 , So ., South Webster, Ohio) 
F-33-Elbert Boyd (18 .3 ?P3 ·, 6 . 7 rpg.) 
<6-5 , Sr., Detroit , ~'1ich . l 
C-40- Doug Bentz (10 . 3 ppg., 7. l rpg.) 
(6- 9 , So ., Marietta, Ohio) 
G- 10-Tracy Arms trong (12 . 6 PPS·, 2 .5 rpg . ) 
<5- 11 , Sr ., Dallas, N.C.) 
G- 20-Keith Malone (6 .5 ppg., 3 .2 rpg.) 
<6-4 , Sr. , Los Angeles , Calif.> 
Head Coach : Tommy Gaither 
# # # 
Tennessee Tech (15- 7 , 5-2 OVC) Probable Lineup 
F-21-Jerome Rodgers <.10.5 ?P8 ·, 5,tj rpg . .l 
(6-0, Jr . , Lithonia, Ga.; 
F- 32- E.:1r l \<lise (19.? ppg. , 8 . O rpft; . .) 
<6- 7, Sr., Macon, Ga . .> 
C- 00-Milos Babic <13 . 5 ??g- , e. O r?g- .> 
(7-0 , Sr., Kraljevo, Yugoslavia) 
G-11-Bobby McWilliams <1..2. 0 ppg . , 2. o rpg . J 
<6-0, Jr. , Barbourville , Ky . > 
G-12-Van Usher (11.9 ppg . . 4.4 rpg.) 
~b- 0 , ~o ., Lithonia . Gd. J 
Head Coac!1: 
.'.hadle Tenne::==:.:c:.ee <7-1'.3 , 1-6 OVC> Proba9_1e Line_llJ?. 
F-3u-Kevin Wallace <13.~ ?P8 · , 6 . 4 rpg . > 
(6- 6. Sr . , Nashville . Tenn . > 
f- 3 3-Quincy Vanc2 17. 9 pp~ . . U.4 rp~. > 
<6-7, So., favettev::.lle , fenn . > 
C- 34-Davict Clark <o.4 ppg., 4 . l rpg . > 
<6-7. Fr. , Memo.his, Te nn . .l 
G- 14-Gerald Harr is l 9.4 ppg ., 3 . l rpg . J 
<5- ~.1, Sr . , Chat.tanooga , fe n n. ) 
G-25-Robert Taylor l l3.3 cog . , 3 . 4 rpg. > 
<6-5 , Fr . . Me mphis, Tenn . 
Head Coach: Bruce Stewart 
# ;t 
Head Coach Tommy Gaither 
Ea gle Head Coach Tommy Gai-cher is in his -chird season at M:SU and 
has a r ecord o ! 32- 47. He is in nis seventh season as a colle ge 
head c oach and has a career recor d oi 102-93. 
:Clbert 3ovd 
Sl~er-c Boyd 1s this week's Oh::.o Valley Conrerence Player of the 
Week . In two games, he s c ored 43 points a nd ,grabbed 14 rebounds . 
Ear l i e r this sea son . he scor ea a c a reer-high 35 po ints against 
Youngsto wn State . His career-high 23 rebounds came last season 
agains~ Aust::.n Peay . His career stats are: FG 290- 625-.464, 3-
Pt . 31-90-.344, FT 163-244- . b68, Reoounds 356- 7 . 1, Points 7 74-
15 . '5 . 
# 
3rt.'!-C t Ro ber,:;s 
.... 
1r # 
3rett Roberts scored a 
against Hare.in-Si mmons. 
year againsi:, Tennessee 
. 498 , 3-Pt . 22-62 - . 355, 
1547-11.4. 
career-high 25 points earlier this season 
His career-high 19 reboun6s came last 
Tech . His carePr stats are: FG 199-400-
FT 127-174- . 730 , Rebounds 364-7 . 6 , Points 
:r/ # 
fr a.,:y Armst rang 
... ...,. 
T r-acy Ar:-nstrong is now 12th on 1'1.SU ' s all-time a.ssisi:, list wii:,h 
1~6 assists . His career-high 30 coints came recently against 
Tena essee Tech. Hi 3 career stats an=: FG lf5,3-4 .L 8-. -¼02, ·3- Pt . 
,'35-204-. 4- .!. 7, ?T 116-149-. ?'79, Poin1:s 53'? -10.3. 
;f ;t # 
:Jou~ Beni:= 
Doug Eent2 scored his career-ni g h 23 points rece n tly against 
'Tenn essee Tech . His career-high 14 r ebouncls came recently 
avainst Midct l e fennessee. His career- high stai:,s are: ! E 121 - 243-
.498, FT l09-l4b- . 7 47, ~e b ou::1ds 224-4.6 , Points 3 51 - 7 .2. 
# 4 ;:f: 
:'3t=r i es .ii'.Pcorcts 
MSU leads the series with Tennessee Tech 51- 36. 
series with Mictdle Tennes~ee 44-34. 
;,i:::.:-u 
Middle Tennessee <7-13, 1-6 OVC> Probable Lineup 
F-30-Kevin Wallace <13.2 ppg., 6.4 rpg. > 
(6-6, Sr., Nashville, Tenn.) 
F-33-Quincy Vance (7.9 ppg., 8.4 rpg . ) 
(6-7, So., Fayetteville, Tenn.) 
C-34-David Clark (6.4 ppg., 4.1 rpg.) 
<6-7, Fr., Memphis, Tenn.) 
G-14-Gerald Harris <9.4 ppg., 3.1 rpg.) 
<5-11, Sr., Chattanooga, Tenn.> 
G-25-Robert Taylor (13.3 ppg., 3.4 rpg.) 
<6-5, Fr., Memphis, Tenn.> 
Head Coach: Bruce Stewart 
# # # 
MTSU Game Officials 
Herman Ramsey <Rockford, Tenn.>, Gary Marcum <Bowling Green, 
Ky.), Harrell Allen <Camden, Tenn.> 
# # # 
Head Coach Tommy Gaither 
Eagle Head Coach Tommy Gaither is in his third season at MSU and 
has a record of 32-47. He is in his seventh season as a college 
head coach and has a career record of 102-93. 
# # # 
Elbert Boyd 
Elbert Boyd is this week's Ohio Valley Conference Player of the 
Week . In two games, he scored 43 points and grabbed 14 rebounds. 
Earlier this season, he scored a career-high 35 points against 
Youngstown State. His career-high 23 rebounds came last season 
against Austin Peay. His career stats are: FG 290-625-.464, 3-
Pt. 31-90-.344, FT 163-244-.668, Rebounds 356-7.1, Points 774-
15.5. 
# # # 
Brett Roberts 
Brett Roberts scored a career-high 25 points earlier this season 
against Hardin-Simmons. His career-high 19 rebounds came last 
year against Tennessee Tech. His career stats are: FG 199-400-
.498, 3-Pt. 22-62- . 355, FT 127-174-.730, Rebounds 364-7.6, Points 
547-11.4. 
# # # 
Tracy Armstrong 
Tracy Armstrong is now 12th on MSU's all-time assist list with 
196 assists. His career-high 30 points came recently against 
Tennessee Tech. His career stats are: FG 168-418-.402, 3-Pt. 
85-204-.417, FT 116-149-.779, Points 537-10.3. 
# # # 
Doug Bentz 
Doug Bentz scored his career-high 23 points recently against 
Tennessee Tech. His career-high 14 rebounds came recently 
against Middle Tennessee. His career-high stats are: FG 121-243-
.498, FT 109-146-.747, Rebounds 224-4.6, Points 351-7.2. 
# # # 
Series Records 
MSU leads the series with Tennessee Tech 51-36. 
series with Middle Tennessee 44-34. 
MSU leads the 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 
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Morehead State vs. Middle Tennessee 
Feb. 12, 1990, 7:30 p.m. CST, Murfreesboro, Tenn. 
Morehead State's Eagle basketball team returned to t he road 
this weekend with stops at Tennessee Tech (lost 98-84 on 
Saturday) and Middle Tennessee (Feb. 12, 7:30 p.m. CST). 
The Eagles are 12-10 overall and 4-4 in the Ohio Valley 
Conference. MSU is tied for third in the conference with rival 
Eastern Kentucky. Murray State leads the league with a perfect 
8-0 mark, and Tennessee Tech is second with a 6-2 league mark. 
The road has not been all bad for the Eagles. Overall, they 
are 4-34away from home. In the conference, MSU is 2-2 at home 
and 2-2 on the road. 
# # # 
Morehead State (12-10 , 4-4 OVC) Probable Lineup 
F-30-Brett Roberts (14.0 ppg., 8.7 rpg.) 
(6-8, So., South Webster, Ohio) 
F-33-Elbert Boyd (18.4 ppg., 6.8 rpg.) 
(6-5, Sr., Detroit, Mich.) 
C-40-Doug Bentz (10.5 ppg., 7.2 rpg.) 
(6-9, So., Marietta, Ohio) 
G-10-Tracy Armstrong (12 . 7 ppg., 2 . 5 rpg.) 
(5-11, Sr., Dallas, N.C.) 
G-20-Keith Malone (6.5 ppg., 3.2 rpg. ) 
(6-4, Sr., Los Angeles, Calif.) 
Head Coach: Tommy Gaither 
# # # 
Middle Tennessee (7-14, 1-7 OVC) Probable Lineup 
F-30-Kevin Wallace ( 12.7 ppg., 6.4 rpg.) 
(6-6, Sr., Nashville, Tenn.) 
F-33-Quincy Vance (8.0 ppg., 8.4 rpg.) 
(6-7, So., Fayetteville, Tenn.) 
C-34-David Clark (6.3 ppg., 3.9 rpg.) 
(6-7, Fr., Memphis, Tenn.) 
G-14-Gerald Harris (9.7 ppg., 3.1 rpg.) 
(5-11, Sr., Chattanooga, Tenn.) 
G-25-Robert Taylor (13.3 ppg., 3 .4 rpg.) 
(6-5, Fr., Memphis, Tenn.) 
Head Coach: Bruce Stewart 
# # # 
MTSU Game Officials 
Herman Ramsey (Rockford, Tenn.), Gary Marcum (Bowling Green, 
Ky.), Harrell Allen (Camden, Tenn.) 
# # # 
Head Coach Tommy Gaither 
Eagle Head Coach Tommy Gaither is i n his third season at MSU and 
has a record of 32-48 . He is in his seventh season as a college 
head coach and has a career record of 102-94. 
# # # 
Elbert Boyd 
Elbert Boyd is this week's Ohio Valley Conference Player of the 
Week. In two games, he scored 43 points and grabbed 14 rebounds. 
Earlier this season, he scored a career-high 35 points against 
Youngstown State. His career-high 23 rebounds came last season 
against Austin Peay. His career stats are: FG 298-647-.461, 3-
Pt. 32-94-.340, FT 166-248-. 669, Rebounds 364-7.1, Points 794-
15.6. 
# # # 
Brett Roberts 
Brett Roberts scored a career-high 25 points earlier this season 
against Hardin-Simmons. His career-high 19 rebounds came last 
year against Tennessee Tech. His career stats are: FG 201-404-
.498, 3-Pt. 22-62-.355, FT 129-176-.733, Rebounds 371-7.6, Points 
553-11.3. 
# # # 
Tracy Armstrong 
Tracy Armstrong is now 12th on MSU's all-time assist list with 
196 assists. His career-high 30 points came recently against 
Tennessee Tech. His career stats are: FG 174-429-.406, 3-Pt . 
88-209-.421, FT 117-151-.775, Points 553-10.4. 
# # # 
Doug Bentz 
Doug Bentz scored his career-high 23 points recently against 
Tennessee Tech. His career-high 14 rebounds came recently 
against Middle Tennessee. His career-high stats are: FG 125-250-
.500, FT 116-154-.753, Rebounds 233-4.7, Points 366-7.3. 
# # # 
Series Records 
MSU leads the series with Middle Tennessee 44-34. 
'- . .. . 
' 
• 
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For Immediate Release 
MOREHEAD STATE FOOTBALL SIGNEES 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State University Football Coach 
Cole Proctor has announced the signing of the following 
individuals to national letters-of-intent: 
- Anthony Cox, a 6-3, 270-pound defensive tackle from Wading River, 
N.Y., and Nassau College ... Coached by Jon Anselmo at Nassau. 
Frank Diaz, a 5-11, 195-pound fullback from Winter Springs, Fla., 
and Oveido High School . .. Coached at Oveido by Jack 
Blanton ... All-State. two-time all-conference and two-time 
all-district ... Rushed for over 1,300 yards as a senior. 
Scott Dues, a 6-3 , 225-pound outside linebacker from Louisville 
St. Xavier High School ... Coached at St. Xavier by Mike 
Glaser ... All-district .. . Member National Honor Society. 
Brian Ford, a 5-10, 185-pound runningback from the Bronx, N.Y. 
and Mount Saint Michael Academy . .. Coached by Mario Valentini 
at Mount Saint Michael. 
Roscoe Graves, a 6-3, 220-pound runningback from Louisville, Ky. , 
and Waggoner High School ... Coached at Waggoner by Bobby 
Redman . . . All-State and all-district .. Attended Ellsworth 
Junior College for a brief period of time and will sit out 
next season . 
James Hodge, a 6-2, 190-pound runningback from Madisonville (Ky.) 
High School ... Coached by Madisonville by Don Hettick .. . All-
conference and all-district. 
Jeremy Holbrook, a 6 - 0, 175-pound quarterback-defensive back from 
Staffordsville, Ky., and Paintsville High School ... Coached 
at Paintsville by Walter Brugh ... In football, all-
conference, all-district and all area ... In baseball, 
regional most valuable player and sectional all-tournament. 
Fred Johnson, a 6-1 , 240-pound defensive tackle from Tampa, Fla. , 
and Chamberlain High School ... Coached at Chamberlain by 
Billy Turner ... Defensive player of the year in Hillsboro 
Co . .. Will play in the Florida North-South All-Star Game. 
Mike Lei~h. a 6-4. 220-pound tight end-outside linebacker from 
Owingsville , Ky., and Bath Co . High School ... Coached at Bath 
Co. by Gary Ramey ... All-conference and honorable mention 
all-state ... Also a standout in basketball and baseball. 
Shawn Moss, a 6 - 2, 285- pound offensive lineman from Cincinnati 
Princeton High School . . . Coached at Princeton by Pat 
Mancuso ... All- State, All-Southwest Ohio. all-city. 
David Pate, a 6-0, 220-pound inside linebacker from Cincinnati 
Princeton High School ... Coached at Princeton by Pat 
Mancuso ... All-conference . 
-Craig Pleasant, a 5 - 11, 175-pound auarterback from I ronton <Ohio) 




LaVelle Russell, a 5-10, 175-pound wide receiver from Middletown 
(Ohio) High School ... Coached at Middletown by Jim Place. 
-wes Salyer, a 6-5, 225-pound tight end-defensive end from 
Ashland, Ky., and Paul Blazer High School .. . Coached by Vic 
Marsh at Paul Blazer . . . All-conference and all-area. 
-Matt Venturino, a 5-7, 135-pound return specialist from Montrose, 
Mich., and Hill McCloy High School . . . Coached by Tony Enesse 
at Hill McCloy. 
"Defensively, we were looking for help on the line," Proctor 
said. "and, we feel like we've accomplished that. Offensively, 
we were looking for help at runningback and fullback, and we feel 
we've met that need. We're pleased with what we've done today." 
Proctor was named Eagle football coach on Dec. 14, 1989, 
succeeding Bill Baldridge. He is a former Eagle letterman and 
came to MSU from the staff of the University of Utah. 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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For Immediate Release 
2-14-90 
BOYD, MAGRANE NAMED ALUMNI AS80CIATION PLAYERS OF THE WEEK 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Eagle Elbert Boyd, a 6-6 senior from 
Detroit, Mich., and Julie Magrane, a 6-1 sophomore 1rom Morehead, 
Ky., have been named the ~orehead State University Alumni 
Association's Players of the Week for Feb 6-12. 
Pictures □1 Boyd and Magrane, along with a copy of this news 
release, are being displayed in M8U's Adron Doran University 
Center and $100 will be donated in their names to a scholarship 
fund sponsored by the Alumni Association. The fund was begun on 
Feb. 21, 1987, when $500 was given in the name of Phil Simms, MSU 
Alumnus and quarterback of the New York Giants. 
In two games, Boyd scored 38 points and grabbed 16 rebounds. 
In three games, Magrane scored 57 points and grabbed 36 
rebounds. 
### 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 
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Morehead State vs. Tennessee State 
Feb. 17, 1990, 7:30 p.m. cST, Nashville, Tenn. 
Morehead State's Eagle 
weekend with stops at Tennessee 
Liberty <Feb. 19, 7:30 EST>. 
basketball team returns to the road this 
State <Feb. 17, 7:30 p.m. CST) and 
The Eagles are 12-11 overall and 4-5 in the Ohio Valley Conference . 
MSU is iourth in the conference. Murray State leads the league with a 
per!ect 8-0 mark, and Tennessee Tech is second with a 7-2 league mark. 
The road has not been all bad for the Eagles. Overall, they are 4-
5 away from home. In the conference, MSU is 2-2 at home and 2-3 on the 
road. 
# # # 
Morehead State <12-11, 4-5 OVC) Probable Lineup 
F- 30-Brett Roberts (14. l ppg., 8.8 rpg.) 
<6-8, So., South Webster, Ohio) 
F- 33-Elbert Boyd <18.4 ppg., 6.8 rpg.) 
(b-5, Sr., Detroit, Mich.) 
C- 40-Doug Bentz (10.3 ppg., 7. 1 rpg. > 
(b-9, So., Marietta, Ohio) 
G- 10-Tracy Armstrong <12.7 ppg., 2.5 rpg. > 
<5-11, Sr., Dallas, N.C. > 
G- 20-Keith Malone <6.6 ppg., 3.2 rpg.) 
(6-4, Sr., Los Angeles, Calif.) 
Head Coach: Tommy Gaither 
# # # 
Tennessee State <7-16, 2-6 OVC> Probable 
F- 5-Tony Wallace <7.5 ppg., 3.8 rpg.) 
(6-2, Sr., Nashville, Tenn.) 
F- 44-Joseph Marion <5.2 ppg., 5.4 rpg. > 
<6-6, So., Detroit, Mich.) 
C- 45-Jerome Obey <2.2 ppg., 2.3 rpg.) 
(b-7, Jr., Albany, Ga.> 
G- 20-Michael Lemons <8.1 ppg., 3.7 rpg.) 
<6-1, Jr., Michigan City, Ind.) 
G- 33-Darryl Brooks (27.0 ppg., 7.2 rpg. > 
<6-4, Jr., Detroit, Mich.) 
Head Coach: Ron Abernathy 
# # # 
TSU Game Officials 
Ken Cox <Lexington, Ky. >, Jake Bell 
<Maryville, Tenn.> 
# # # 
Lineup 
<Lexington, Ky.)' Ken Coulter 
Liberty Probable Lineup 
F- 25-B.J. Burton (3.5 ppg., 1.6 rpg.) 
<6-4 , Fr., Boys Town, Neb.) 
F- 53-Paul Nazigan (1.7 ppg., 1.4 rpg.) 
<6-5, Sr., Washington, Del.) 
C- 33-Mike Coleman <11 . 5 ppg., 7 . 1 rpg . ) 
(Rochester, Pa.) 
G- 10-Bailey Alston (25. 1 ppg., 4.8 rpg.) 
<6-3, Sr., Henderson, N.C.) 
G- 21-Tim Scarborough <11.7 ppg., 4.0 rpg.) 
(6-3, Sr., Philadelphia, Pa.) 
Head Coach: Jeff Meyer 
# # # 
Head Coach Tommy Gaither 
Eagle Head Coach Tommy Gaither is now in his third season at MSU and has 
a record of 32-49. He is in his seventh season as a college head coach 
and has a creer record of 102-95. 
# # # 
Elbert Boyd 
Elbert Boyd is this week's MSU Alumni Association Player of the Week. 
In two games, he scored 38 points and grabbed 16 rebounds. Earlier this 
season, he scored a career-high 35 points against Youngstown State. His 
career-high 23 rebounds came last season against Austin Peay. His 
career stats are: FG 305-664-.459, 3-Pt. 32-97-.330 , FT 170-254-.669, 
Rebounds 372-7.2, Points 812-15.6. 
# # # 
Brett Roberts 
Brett Roberts scored a career-high 25 points earlier this season against 
Hardin-Simmons. His career-high 19 rebounds came last year against 
Tennessee Tech. His career stats are: FG 208-414-.501, 3-Pt. 24-64-
.375, FT 129-176-.733, Rebounds 381-7.6, Points 569-11.4. 
# # # 
Tracy Armstrong 
Tracy Armstrong is now 12th on MSU's all-time assist list with 203 
assists . His career-high 30 points came earlier this season against 
Tennessee Tech. His career stats are : FG 176-438-.402, 3-pt. 89-216-
.412, FT 123-157-.783, Points 537-10.3. 
# # # 
Doug Bentz 
Doug Bentz scored his career-high 23 points earlier this season against 
Tennessee Tech. His career-high 14 rebounds came earlier this season 
against Middle Tennessee. His career stats are: FG 128-256-.500, FT 
116-155-.748, Rebounds 239-4.7, Points 372-7.2. 
# # # 
Series Records 
MSU leads the series with Tennessee Tech 7-6. 
Liberty 1-0. 
# # # 
MSU leads the series with 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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For Immediate Release 
PROCTOR ANNOUNCES ADDITIONS TO EAGLE STAFF 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- First- year Coach Cole Proctor has made several announcements 
concerning his staff of assistants . Three new coaches have been added , and he has 
announced his staff assignments . 
Recently joining t he Eagle s t aff are Kerry Lockl in, Bob Lord and Rex Ryan . 
Locklin will coach the Eagle linebackers. He comes to MSU from Utah where he 
served last season as a graduate assis t ant. He earned bachelor ' s and master ' s degrees 
from New Mexico State and has begun work on his doctora t e . 
A standout player at New Mexico St ate, Locklin played briefly for the Los Angeles 
Rams. Following his playing days , he also served a defensive coordinator at Western 
New Mexico. 
Lord will serve as MSU ' s defensive coordinator and will coach the defensive backs . 
He coached last season at Berkmar High School in Lil burn, Ga., and has a wealth of 
collegiate and professional experience. 
He has served as head coach at Guilford College and as an assistant coach at Wake 
Forest, Appalachian State and Massachusetts . Professionally, he has 10 years experience 
as an assistant coach with the Chicago Bears, Green Bay Packers and New York Giants . 
A native of Brunswick , Me., he earned a bachelor ' s degree from Colorado State and 
a master ' s degree from Springfield. He and his wife Julie have five children. 
Ryan will coach the Eagle defensive line . He comes to MSU from the staff at 
New Mexico Highlands where he served as assistant head coach and defensive coordinator. 
Ryan earned a bachelor ' s degree from Southwestern Oklahoma State and a master ' s 
degree from Eastern Kentucky, where he also served as a graduate assistant for the 
Colonel football team . 
Ryan was a standout football player at Southwestern Oklamoma State . He is the 
son of Philadelphia Eagles Coach Buddy Ryan . 
In addition to Locklin, Lord and Ryan, Jeff Judge will serve as Proctor's 
administrative assistant and will coach the quarterbacks . Terry Chin will serve 
as recruiting coordinator, academic coordinator and will coach the runningbacks. 
Former assistant coach Dan Gooch left recently to enter private business . 
ti ti ti 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
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3- 22-90 
EAGLE SPORTS NOTES 
Football Eagles Open Spring Practice on Saturday 
First- year Head Coach Cole Proctor will send his Morehead State Eagles 
through spring practice beginning Saturday, March 24, and ending Saturday, 
April 21, with the annual spring game. 
The Eagles will have six days of non-contact drills and 14 days of contac t 
drills . MSU will practice Monday through Friday over t he next four weeks with 
four exceptions. Those exceptions are this Saturday's opening session, the final 
Saturday when the spring game is played, April 13 when t here will be no practice 
and April 19 which will be professional scout timing day . 
MSU's key returnees on offense are record-setting quarterback Chris Swartz, 
wide receiver Anthony White, tight end Brandon Ford and center Walter Underwood . 
Defensively, the top returnees are linebackers Billy Cloud and Mike Tur ner , 
lineman J . G. Porter and defensive backs Darrell Beavers and Carlos Tuck. 
(Attention directors and editors: For exact practice times and to schedule interviews, 
please contact the sports information office.) 
II O 0 
Eagle Baseball Team Wins Five of Six 
Morehead State ' s Baseball Eagles have won five of their last s ix games going 
into a Thursday (March 22) single game against Marshall at Allen Field. 
The Eagles are 10-7 overall, and the Marshall game is t he final tune-up before 
Ohio Valley Conference play begins this weekend with a three-game series at Tennessee 
Tech. 
In their most recent action, the Eagles swept a doubleheader at Xavier 3-1 and 
3-0 . Senior righthander David Gray scattered three hits in winning the opener. The 
Flemingsburg native did not allow Xavier a hit over the first five innings. Sophomore 
righthander Brett Roberts made his firs t appearance of the season in the nightcap and 
allowed only three hits whil striking out seven in four innings of work . He teamed 
with freshman righthander Gl enn Koger fo r the shutout. 
Gray , Roberts and Koger figure t o be the starters against Tennessee Tech this weekend . 
Gray is 2- 1 with a 3.68 earned run average. Roberts is 1-0 with a 0 . 00 earned run 
average , and Koger is 1-1 with two saves and a 1 . 50 earned run average. Senior outfielder 
Michael Hunt leads Eagle hitters with a .357 average . The former Raceland High standout 
has hit in 10 consecutive games. 
Next week, MSU will play host to Kentucky for a 3 p.m. EST single game on 
Tuesday (March 27) -and to Cincinnati for a 3 p.m. single game on Wednesday (March 28). 
If O 0 
EAF Spring Fling SK Run and Wellness Walk to be Held March 31 
Morehead State's Eagle Athletic Fund will sponsor a SK Run and a Two-mile 
Wellness Walk on Saturday, March 31, with the proceeds to benefit MSU's non-revenue 
sports . 
The cost will be $7 for the run or $5 for the walk. All participant s will receive 
a shirt and will be eli gible for prizes donated by area merchan t s . Top finishers 
overall and in each age group will receive special prizes . 
More information may be obtained by contacting Assistant Athletic Director Dave 
Brunk at 606-783-2088 or EAF Director Jim Caurdill at 606-783-2388. 
II II II 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
March 26,1990 
MSU will hold its 1st Annual "Welcome to Wellness" Fair on Tuesday, 
April 3rd from 11:00 to 2:30 and from 4 : 00 to 6:30. Prevention, detection, 
and education of potential health problems must take priority in each of 
our lives. The fair is available to all and will include various health 
screenings such as blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes, glaucoma, and 
subsequent summaries and referrals. Additional information will also be 
available in the areas of nutri tion, career placement, CPR, seat belt use, 
substance abuse, and much, much more . Services will be offered free of 
charge with the exception of a nominal fee charged for the screenings of 
cholesterol and body fat . The fair will be held in the ADUC lobbies and 
Crager Room on the Morehead State University campus . For further informa-
tion, call 783-2120. Remember , we must each take responsibility for own 
health and lives . 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 
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For I mmediate Release 
EAF Spring Fl ing SK Run and Wellness Walk to be Held Mar ch 31 
MOREHEAD, Ky . -- Morehead St a t e ' s Eagle Athletic Fund will sponsor a SK 
Run and a Two- mile Wellness Walk on Saturday, March 31 , with the proceeds to 
benefit MSU ' s non-revenue sports. 
The cost will be $7 f or the run or $5 for the walk . All participants 
will receive a shir t and will be e l igible for prizes donated by area merchants . 
Top finishers overal l and in each age group will receive special prizes . 
More infor mat ion may be obtained by contact ing Assistant Athle t ic Director 
Dave Brunk a t 606- 783- 2088 or EAF Director Jim Caudi ll at 606- 783- 2388 . 
II II II 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 
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HARTEL, BIDDLE ARE OVERALL WINNERS IN SPRING FLING RUN 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - - Nearly 150 runners and walkers participated in the First 
Long John Silver ' s/Eagl e Athletic Fund Spring Fling SK Run and 2-Mile Wellness 
Walk, held March 31 in Morehead. 
Former Western Kentucky All- American and world- class middle distance runner 
Swag Hartel took the overall men ' s competition in a time of 15 :46 . Hartel is now 
resides in Louisville . He was followed in order by Tim Back, George Kamphaus, 
Frank Cornett and Jeff Cook. 
Debbie Biddle won the women's competiion in 19:24 . She was followed in order 
by Bobbie Lowe, Barbara Jones, Mary Jo Netherton and Marlene Stewart. 
Following are the top men finisher s in various age groups: 11 and under (1) 
Taylor Marshall, (2) Jona t han Bylund; 15-18 (1) Kip Barker ; 25-29 (1) Tim Back, 
(2) Robert Peck, (3) Tony McGuire ; 19-24 (1) George Kamphaus, (2) Jeff Cook, (3) 
Kevin Howard; 30-34 ( 1) Martin Bess, (2) Tim Bailey , (3) Ken Catron; 35-39 (1) 
Swag Hartel, (2) James Smallwood, (3) Roy Wright; 40-44 (1) Frank Cornett, (2) Bill 
Smith, (3) Don Thornsbury ; 45- 49 (1) Stan Carton, (2) Waverly Jones, (3) Allan 
Ewing ; 50-54 (1) Rodney McKenzie, (2) Dale Giltner ; 55- 59 (1) Charles Gilley; 
60 and over (1) Morris Adkins. 
Following are the t op women finishers in various age groups : 11 and under 
(1) Leslie Wood, (2) Ashley Netherton ; 15-18 (1) Kris t en Pass; 19- 24 (1) Bobbie 
Lowe, (2) Kim Osborne; 25- 29 (1) Donna Hatton, (2) Gina Moore ; 30- 34 (1) Debbie 
Biddle, (2) Barbara Jones, (3) Marlene Stewart ; 35-39 (1) Montine Frasure; 
40- 44 (1) Sue Winters, (2) Bev Hagan, (3) Sharon Jackson; 45-49 (1) Mary Jo 
Netherton, (2) Carrie Lyons. 
"We were extremely pleased with our first - year turnout," said MSU Assistant 
Athletics Director Dave Brunk. "We appreciative of the support we received from 
Long John Silver ' s . lOK Thirst Quencher , the Eagle Athletic Fund and the Morehead 
Athletic Club . We look forward to even better "Spring Flings" in the years to come . " 
Proceeds from the run and walk will benefit Morehead state ' s non-revenue 
sports. 
For Innnediate Release 
4- 18-90 
EAGLE NOTES 
EAGLE FOOTBALL SQUAD SET FOR SPRING PRACTICE FINALE 
MOREHEAD , Ky. - - The Morehead St a t e University Foo t ball Eagles and new Head Coach 
Cole Proctor will have their 1990 spring game this Saturday (April 21) at 10 a . m. at 
Jayne Stadium/Jacobs Field. The public is invited to attend . 
Because of several injuries and limited numbers at some posit ions, there will 
not be a true game- style scrimmage. Instead, the Eagle coaching staff will put the 
squad through series of controlled situat ions. 
"We had several players show excellent improvement during the spring, " Proctor 
said. "Offensively, runningbacks Darrin Harris, Willie Smith and Mike Tisza , wide 
receiver Dave Pingue and tackle James Appel have come along well . 
"Defensively , safet y Darrel Beavers, cornerback Tyrone Fisher and nose guard 
Ken Moore have had good springs. " 
Among those not participating Saturday will be record- setting quarterback Chris 
Swartz, who suffered a broken left wrist (Swartz throws right handed) in practice on 
Monday. 
II II II 
SWARTZ SUFFERS BROKEN WRIST 
MOREHEAD . Ky. Morehead State University ' s record-setting quarterback Chris 
Swartz, t he holder of 13 school, conference or national records, suffered a broken 
left wrist in practice on Monday and will miss this Saturday ' s cont rolled intrasquad 
spring game. 
"Chris suffered a break of the ulna (a forearm bone) at a position in his left 
wrist, " said MSU Trainer Keith Webster. "We expect his wrist to be immobilized for 
four to six weeks . His rehabilitation should be quick, and he shouldn ' t be bothered 
by the problem in the fall. " 
Swartz will be a senior in the 1990 season . The senior from Olympia, Ky., and 
Bath Co. High School throws righthanded." 
II II II 
SOFTBALL LADY EAGLES AMONG NATIONAL STATISTICAL LEADERS 
MOREHEAD, Ky . -- Morehead State ' s Lady Eagle softball team has an outstanding 
20- 8-3 record on the season, and the team and several individuals rank among the 
nation ' s statistical leaders. 
Freshman shortstop Julie Mariga is third in the nation in hitting with a .500 
average . She also ranks sixth in stolen bases (0 . 95 per game) and eighth in triples 
(0 . 20 per game). 
Freshman pitcher Ashli White ranks third with a 0.15 earned run average . Freshman 
Amy Timble and sophomore Cathi Watson rank 14th and 18th respectively in runs batted in . 
As a team, MSU ranks ninth in hitting with a .300 average and third in scoring with 
a 6 . 16 runs per game average. 
II II II 
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For immediate release Greg McClung, Asst. Director 
April 25, 1990 
MOREHEAD STATE SIGNS TWO TO LADY EAGLE BASKETBALL PROGRAM 
Morehead, Ky . -- Elkhorn City High School teammates Kari Ann Belcher and 
Stacey Spake have signed letters- of-in t ent to play basketball at Morehead 
State University. 
Belcher, a 5-10 guar d, averaged 12 points and 7.5 rebounds per game this 
past season and earned all- district and all-region honors . She was also 
selec ted to play in the Kentucky Mountain Shoot- Out All- Star game . 
Spake, who is 5- 6 and also plays guard, averaged 12 . 6 points and handed 
out 5 . 9 assis t s per contest as a senior . She led Elkhorn City in steal s with 
3 . 7 per game. An all- district and all- region performer, Spake participated 
in the Kentucky Mountain Shoot-Out All-Star game and was select ed to try out 
for the Kentucky- Indiana All-Stars . In addition , Spake won the Kentucky 
High School Athle t ic Association's J . B. Mansfield Award. 
"We 're extremely pleased to have signed two players ' of Stacy ' s and Kerry 
Ann ' s abilities, " said MSU Head Coach Loretta Marlow . :. "We're hoping that 
both will be able to contribute early, Stacey at the point guard position and 
Kerry Ann as a shooting guard . " 
"Both come from an outstanding Elkhorn City program that advanced to 
this year ' s state semi-finals. Hopefully, Stacey and Kerry Ann can carry 
over the same winning a ttitude they developed in high school to the collegiate 
level. " 
~ports Information 
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For I1IDI1ediate Release 
EAGLE SPORTS NOTES 
LADY EAGLE SOFTBALL TEAMS CONCLUDES SEASON AT 31-9-3 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State's Lady Eagle softball team completed its best 
season ever, finishing at 31-9-3 and winning 13 of its last 14 games. 
The current NCAA national statistics again include several Lady Eagles among 
the national leaders. Freshman pitcher Ashli White leads the nation in earned run 
averaged with a 0 .17 mark. White gave up one two earned runs in 82 and one-third 
innings this season. 
Freshman shortstop Julie Mariga is seventh in the nation in batting with a 
.440 average . She is third nationally in stolen bases, averaging 0.97 per game. 
She stole 33 bases in 34 this season. 
Freshman Beth Owens ranks 25th in batting with a .391 average. 
As a team, the Lady Eagles rank ninth in batting at .299 and fourth in scoring 
averaging 5.54 runs per game. 
The final national leaders will be announced at a later date, following completion 
of NCAA tournament competition. 
II II IJ 
BASEBALL EAGLES END SEASON AT 23-24 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- A 14-6 loss to highly regarded Middle Tennessee eliminated 
Morehead State's Baseball Eagles from Ohio Valley Conference playoff contention 
and ended MSU's 1990 season. 
The Eagles finished at 23-24 overall and 6-9 and in fifth place in the OVC. 
Only the t op four teams advance to the conference baseball championships, and the 
Eagles finished a half game behind fourth place Austin Peay and third place Tennessee 
Tech. 
Junior outfielder David Wheeler of Louisa had an outstanding second half of the 
season. He concluded the season at MSU's leader in batting ( .368), runs scored (36), 
hits (57), runs batted in (27) and home runs (7) . 
Sophomore righthander Brett Roberts' average of 10.9 strikeouts per nine innings 
s expected to rank among the top 15 in the nation when the final NCAA baseball 
statistics are released. 
II II fl 
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EAGLE SPORTS NOTES 
LADY EAGLE SOFTBALL TEAMS CONCLUDES SEASON AT 31-9-3 
Randy Stacy, Director 
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MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State's Lady Eagle softball team completed its best 
season ever, finishing at 31-9-3 and winning 13 of its last 14 games. 
The current NCAA national statistics again include several Lady Eagles among 
the national leaders. Freshman pitcher Ashli White leads the nation in earned run 
averaged with a 0.17 mark. White gave up one two earned runs in 82 and one-third 
innings this season . 
Freshman shortstop Julie Mariga is seventh in the nation in batting with a 
. 440 average . She is third nationally in stolen bases, averaging 0 . 97 per game . 
She s t ole 33 bases in 34 this season. 
Freshman Beth Owens ranks 25th in batting with a .391 average. 
As a team, the Lady Eagles rank ninth in batting at . 299 and fourth in scoring 
averaging 5.54 runs per game. 
The final national leaders will be announced at a later date , following completion 
of NCAA tournament competition . 
II II II 
BASEBALL EAGLES END SEASON AT 23- 24 
MOREHEAD , Ky . -- A 14-6 loss to highly regarded Middle Tennessee eliminated 
Morehead State's Baseball Eagles from Ohio Valley Conference playoff contention 
and ended MSU's 1990 season. 
The Eagles finished at 23-24 overall and 6- 9 and in fifth place in the OVC . 
Only the top four teams advance to the conference baseball championships, and the 
Eagles fin i shed a half game behind fourth place Austin Peay and third place Tennessee 
Tech. 
Junior outfielder David Wheeler of Louisa had an outstanding second half of the 
season . He concluded the season a t MSU ' s leader in batting (.368), runs scored (36) , 
hits (57), runs batted in (27) and home runs (7) . 
Sophomore righthander Brett Roberts' average of 10.9 strikeouts per nine innings 
_s expected to rank among the top 15 in the nation when the final NCAA baseball 
statistics are released. 
II II II 
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5-11-YO 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State University will forteit its 
two 1Y8Y Qhjn Valley Lonterence tootball wins due to the 
unintentional participation of an ineligible player. 
'when the lY~Y tootball awards list was prersented to MSU 
Athletic Director Stev~ Hamilton tor his consideration earlier 
this year, it was noted that one individual who had limited 
participation in all 11 games and had been marked oft early 
participation lists, !"!ctG not bee11 certified eligible. Further 
investigation revealed that the participant had not completed 
certain high school core clasbeS required for eligibility under 
NCAA guidelines. 
MSU immediately reported the unintentional violation to the 
OVC and NCAA and has now taken the following actions: 
OVC Bylaw 111-10 states -- In the event a member institution 
is found to have played an ineligible player in a team sport 
against a ~onference opponent, all such games shall be declared 
forfeited by the commissioner. As appropriate, overall team and 
divjsional records as well as championship results, including 
points awarded under the all-sports formula, shall be adjusted to 
reilect the torfeitures. 
ThlS!re:tme, MSU will forfeit conference victories over 
Tennessee Tech and Austin Peay. 
The Eagles also posted wins over non-conference toes 
Cinc11111ati, Kentucky ::itate and Sam1orct. Those institutions have 
been notitied that MSU has self-reported to the NCAA the use of 
an ineligible player. 
"It is certainly an unfortunate and regretable occurrence," 
said Hamilton. "It was an unintentional administrative error 
that we did not hesitate to self-report. 'vie have instituted 




finished o-o-0 in 19eY, their :tinal season 
who resigned tor health reasons last fall. 
# # # 
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For l mmect iatE• J:\f-dPase 
MOREHEAD ~nAIH ru H081 GOL~ LAMP 
M.UKhHhAD, Ky. fhe 1 L.lth Annual Moret1ead State University 
Golt Lamp, under the direction of ~agle Golf Coach Rex Chaney. 
will be held June :.:5-e on tt1e M.::;Li campus. 
l'he camp is !or boys and girl...., ages nine and older who have 
not graduatea trom nigh school. High school seniors this tall 
are eligible. Campers wilJ live in ai1-conditioned residence 
halls and will play daily on the University Golt Course. Daily 
instruction will be given in goU: fundamentals, including the use 
or videotaping and guest instructors and speakers. 
The cost 01 the camp is $225 tor overnight campers and $100 
tor day campers. More intormation may be obtained by calling 
Chaney at 606-783-24b4. 
# # # 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 
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JUNIOR COLLEGE FIRST BASEMAN-OUTFIELDER SIGNS WlfH MSU 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Je1i Murphy, a 6-0 1 200-pound 1irst 
baseman-out! ie lder tram John A. Logan Juni o r College, 
Carterville, Ill., has signed a national letter-o1-intent to play 
baseball at Morehead State University. 
Murphy, who bats and throws le1thanded, is 
Lewistown, I 11., and attended Lewistown Community 
He earned all-conference honors last season as a 
John A. Logan . 
He is MSU's first signee this season. 
# # # 
a native of 
High School . 
sophomore at 
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Knott Co . Centra 1 Baseba 11 8tan_douts___§ign With .MSU 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHbAD, Ky. Todd Jacobs and Devon Ratlift, both 
standout on Knott Co. Central High School's region championship 
baseball team, have signed national letters-01-intent to play 
baseball at Morehead State University 
Jacobs, an outt1elder and pitcher, earned all-district and 
all-region honors at Knott Co. Central for Coach Gary Hammonds. 
He was a1::~o an outstanding student. A natiVP of Pippa Passes, 
Jacobs is the bOn or Eddie and Bobby Jacobs. 
Rat~itt, an outtielder, int1elder and pitche1, ea1ned all-
distr1ct, al1-region and all-state honors. He, too, was equally 
outstanding academically. A native or LPburn, Ratlitt is the son 
of Denz1l and Brenda Ratlitf. 
Jacobs and Ratlitf led Knott Co. Central into state 
sectjonal competition where the Patriots lost to eventual state 
champion Paintsville. 
# # # 
2-2-2- 2-·-2 
W,-,r1)en'-=. Tenn is 
Ruth Charlton (Gold) 
Carina Curtis (Blue) 
Samantha Dunaway (Gold) 
Paige Meyer (Blue) 
Amy F<ua.1·k (Blue) 
Women's Softball 
Karla Clifton (Bl ueJ 
Shannon Mercer (8luE) 
Julie M~r i ga (Blue) 
Carol lhompson (Gold) 
Cathy Watson (Gold) 
Ashli White (Blue) 
w.--:ir.-, .. ~;r,' S ::::w 1 mrn J. nq 
Rochelle Eddington C8lue) 
April Balog (Gold) 
Lora Lewis lBlue) 
N1(ole Ballaran (Slue) 
Lisa Stansbury (Gold) 
Jessica Vaughn (Bl u e) 
Women's ~rnss Country 
Julie Elliott (8lueJ 
Freida Moore lGold) 
Lynne Rutsch lBlueJ 
Anita Scales lBlue) 
i.;c, ~_1 e .. /ti~t 1 i 
Melissa Blanford (Gold) 
Deb Bryant (Blue) 
Barbara Case (Blue) 
Catherine Jarvis (Gold) 
Algne tte McCoy l8lue) 
Missy Papai (Blue) 
Jane Ti t zer (Blue ) 
• 
b-19-Y0 
For Immediate Release 
Steve Hamilton Announces MSU's Athletic Director's Honor Roll 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State University Athletic Director 
Steve Hamilton has announced the 1990 MSU Athletic Director's 
Honor Roll, honoring Eagle student-athletes who have had 
outstanding success in the classroom. 
The Honor Roll includes those student-athletes who 
3.0 grade point average <on a 4.0 scale) or higher. 
Level includes grade point averages of 3 . 5 or higher. 




Seventy-six individuals were honored tallowing the 1990 
Spring Semester. They include 43 men and 33 women. Twenty-eight 
student-athletes had grade point averages of 3.5 or better and 
three earned pertect 4.0 averages. 
'' In ke~ping with our committment to academic, 
athletic success, we continue our recogniation of 
student-athletes," Hamilton said. "Last year, we had 
and this year we are up to 76 members." 
The 7b student athletes being honored are: 
Baseball Men's Basketball 
David Chandler <Blue) Doug Bentz <Blue) 
Jimmy Dawson <Blue) Brett Roberts <Blue) 
Sean Hogan <Blue) Golf 
as well as 
outstanding 
73 members, 
Rod Hubbard <Blue> Lyle B. Anderson <Blue) 
Shane Mears <Blue) Jay Cameron (Blue) 
Todd O'Neal <Gold> Joe Noble <Blue) 
Adam Smith <Gold) Men's Tennis 
Scott Smith <Gold> Toby Bryan <Gold> 
Scott Strosnider <Blue> John Gould <Blue) 
Men's 8wimming 
Paul Lindstrom <Gold> 
Brian Delaney <Blue) 
Erik Lindstrom <Gold) 
Soccer 
John Blackburn <Gold> 
Chris Conley <Blue> 
Michael Demarsh <Blue> 
William Tuttle <Gold> 
Football 
James Appel <Gold> 
Phil Carter <Blue> 
Erik Coker <Blue) 
Steve Donato <Blue> 
Mitch Fedak <Blue> 
Mike Gildea <Blue> 
Ellie Johnson (Blue) 
Ken Moore (Blue) 
Chris Swartz <Gold) 
Gary Yowan <Blue) 
Brian Higgins <Gold) 
Karl Lindahl CBlue> 
Kevin Pigman <Gold) 
Men's Cross Country 
Brian Binion <Gold) 
Jeftery Cook <Gold) 
George Kamphaus <Gold) 
Frank J. Santorelli <Blue) 
Mark Stautfer <Blue) 
Mark Thomas <Blue) 
Theodore Topnak (Blue) 
Women's Basketball 
Sandi Eden <Gold) 
Brenda English <Blue) 
Janet Gaunce <Gold) 
Beth Ousley <Gold) 




Ruth Charlton (Gold> 
Carina Curtis (Blue) 
Samantha Dunaway <Gold) 
Paige Meyer (Blue) 
Amy Ruark (Blue) 
Women's Softball 
Karla Clifton <Blue) 
Shannon Mercer (Blue) 
Julie Mariga <Blue> 
Carol Thompson <Gold) 
Cathy Watson (Gold> 
Ashli White <Blue) 
Women's Swimming 
Rochelle Eddington <Blue) 
April Balog (Gold) 
Lora Lewis <Blue) 
Nicole Ballaran (Blue) 
Lisa Stansbury <Gold) 
Jessica Vaughn <Blue) 
Women's Cross Country 
Julie Elliott (Blue) 
Freida Moore <Gold> 
Lynne Rutsch <Blue) 
Anita Scales <Blue) 
Volleyball 
Melissa Blanford (Gold) 
Deb Bryant <Blue) 
Barbara Case (Blue> 
Catherine Jarvis (Gold> 
Algnette McCoy <Blue) 
Missy Papai <Bl ue) 
Jane Titzer <Blue) 
~ports Information Randy Stacy, Director 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
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For Immediate Release 
S-ceve Hamilton Announces MSU's Athletic Director's Honor Roll 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Morehead State University Athle-cic Director 
Steve Hamil-con has announced the 1990 MSU Athletic Director's 
Honor Roll, honoring Eagle student-athletes who have had 
outstanding success in the classroom. 
The Honor Roll i ncl udes those student-athletes who 
3 . 0 grade point average (on a 4.0 scale) or higher. 
Level includes grade point averages of 3.5 or higher. 




Seventy-six individuals were honored following the 1990 
Spring Semester. They include 43 men and 33 women. Twenty-eight 
student-athletes had grade point averages of 3.5 or better and 
three earned perfect 4.0 averages. 
"In keeping with our committment to academic, as well as 
athletic success, we continue our recogniation of outstanding 
student-athletes , " Hami 1 ton sa i d . "Last year , we had 73 members, 
;:;.nd this year we are up to 76 members." 
The 76 student a t hletes being honored are : 
3aseball Men' s Basketball 
David Chandler <Blue> Doug Bentz <Blue) 
Jimmy Dawson <Blue) Br ett Roberts <Blue) 
, Sean Hogan (Blue ) Golf 
Rod Hubbard <Blue> Lyle B. Anderson (Blue ) 
Shane Mears <Blue> Jay Cameron ,Blue> 
Todd O' Neal <Gold> Joe Noble <Blue ) 
Adam Smith <Gold) 
Scott Smith <Gold> 
Scott Strosnider <Blue) 
Men's Swimming 
Paul Lindstrom (Gold) 
Brian Delaney <Blue) 
Erik Lindstrom (Go ld ) 
Soccer 
John Blackburn <Gold) 
Chris Conley <B lue) 
Michael Demarsh <Blue ) 
William Tuttle <Go ld ) 
Football 
James Appel <Gold) 
Phil Carter <Bl ue ) 
Erik Coker <Blue) 
'teve Dona-co <Blue> 
.itch Fedak <Blue) 
Mike Gildea (Blue> 
Ellie Johnson <Blue> 
Ken Moore <Blue) 
Chris Swartz <Gold) 
Gary Yowan tBlueJ 
Men's Tennis 
Toby Bryan (Gold) 
John Gould <Blue) 
Brian Higgins (Gold) 
Karl Lindahl <Blue) 
Kevin Pigman (Gold) 
Men's Cross Country 
Brian Bini on (Gold) 
Jeffery Cook (Gold) 
George Kamphaus (Gold> 
Frank J. Santorelli <Blue) 
Mark Stauffer <Blue ) 
Mark Thomas (Blue ) 
Theodore Topnak (Blue> 
Women's Basketball 
Sandi Eden (Gold> 
Brenda English (Blue) 
Janet Gaunce (Gold) 
Beth Ousley (Gold) 
Kathy Sprenz (Gold) 
I. 
1ports Information 
MOREHEAD ST ATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
~nd Portsmoutn . Ohio . nave 
Cnacn ?ooar~ Webo at 2ussel~ . 
. 1/.: .:. l i ams 
p_a. ver. 
-ports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD STATE UNfVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
'7 - lo-90 
For IrnmedL:ite Release 
='.LOri(:a t:i·~·r1 :-::cnool Standout Sigr~s ·,1 1--:n :•1ore.head. State 
AOREHEAD , Ky . - - Reese Turner. a 6-j, 180-pound forward from 
Santal uces high School and Lantana, Fla., has signed a national 
let~er - of-intent t o play bdsketball 3t Aorehead State University. 
An a _!-regian oertormer, Tur :iEr was ran.KE:•.-:. among t.:1e top 
prep seniors in Florida ~y several oublications. He led Coach 
Wil:~e Gioso~•s ~antaluces High S~ioo_ team to 23-7 record last 
season wnen .:1e averaged 17.1 ooint5 ana 10 rebounds ner contest. 
"';le needed another bi?; wing olaver," said. MSU Head Coach 
Tommy Ga.1 ther, "and h'eese certa inlv rills the bill . He is an 
outst~nding a thlete wi tn good quickness and jumping ability. He 
:-uns the :r:_oor extl~emely well.'' 
Turner joins Fairview <Ky. > Hig.:1 ~chool all-stater Mike 
Helton anct Eau Claire <Columbia, S . C. J High School all-stater 
Damon Miller as MSU's 1990 basketbal_ signees . 
# # 
Sports Information 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
Announcement and Invitation 
To: Media Representatives and Invited Guests 
From: Randy Stacy, Sports Information Director 
Date: Aug. 6, 1990 
Subject: MSU's Football Media Day 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 4035 I 
Morehead State University will hold its Annual Football Media Day on Aug. 23. 
Activities will get underway at noon with a buffet luncheon in the main lobby of the 
Academic-Athletic Center. Coach Cole Proctor and his staff will be with us for lunch, and 
following lunch, Proctor will address the group. 
At approximately 1:30 p.m., we will move to the playing surface of Jayne Stadium/Jacobs 
Field for individual interviews and pictures. 
Please give our office a call by 4 p.m. on Monday, Aug. 20, if you are going to join us for 
lunch and/or the on-the-field session. Our office number is 606-783-2500 and our fax 
number is 606-783-2550. 
We look forward to seeing you on Aug. 23. 
eJports Information 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
For Immediate Release 
8-6-90 
Proctor Welcomes First Eagle Football Team to Campus 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Morehead State University's first-year head football coach, Cole 
Proctor, is in the process of welcoming his first Eagle football team to campus in 
preparation for the 1990 season. 
More than 40 freshmen are already on campus for two days of practice before the 
veterans arrive on Wednesday (Aug. 8) evening. Proctor and his staff expect more than 100 
candidates to be on hand by the time the first non-contact practice session begins on Friday 
(Aug. 10). 
The Eagles will have their first contact workout on Aug. 14. They open the season 
on Sept. 1 at Marshall. 
MSU was picked sixth of seven by Ohio Valley Conference coaches and sports 
information directors in a poll released Aug. 2 at the conference's annual football media 
day. 
Eagle quarterback Chris Swartz and tight end Brandon Ford were named to the 
preseason all-conference team. 
Not named to the preseason all-conference team but still receiving a great deal of 
attention is free safety Darrell Beavers. The 6-3, 230-pound senior is ranked among the top 
senior defensive backs in the country by most professional scouting services. 
# # # 
eJports Information 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
Announcement and Invitation 
To: Media Representatives and Invited Guests 
From: Randy Stacy, Sports Information Director 
Date: Aug. 6, 1990 
Subject: MSU's Football Media Day 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
Morehead State University will hold its Annual Football Media Day on Aug. 23. 
Activities will get underway at noon with a buffet luncheon in the main lobby of the 
Academic-Athletic Center. Coach Cole Proctor and his staff will be with us for lunch, and 
following lunch, Proctor will address the group. 
At approximately 1: 30 p . m., we will move to the playing surface of Jayne Stadium/Jacobs 
Field for individual interviews and pictures. 
Please give our office a call by 4 p.m. on Monday, Aug. 20, if you are going to join us for 
lunch and/or the on-the-field session. Our office number is 606-783-2500 and our fax 
number is 606-783-2550. 
We look forward to seeing you on Aug. 23. 
Sports Information 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
For Immediate Release 
8-6-90 
Kidwell Named Graduate Assistant Basketball Coach at Morehead State 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Merle Kidwell, a former standout athlete at Lewis Co. High 
School, has been named a graduate assistant coach on the men's basketball staff at 
Morehead State University. 
Kidwell comes to MSU from Shawnee State, where last season he served as assistant 
basketball coach and sports information director. 
Following an outstanding athletic career at Lewis Co. High School, the Vanceburg 
native played one season of basketball at Shawnee State, which was then a j unior college. 
He then transferred to Otterbein College, where he served two years as a student assistant 
basketbal 1 coach. 
Kidwell, the son of long-time Lewis Co. basketball and baseball coach Gary Kidwell, 
earned a bachelor's degree in English from Otterbein in 1989. 
# # # 
Sports Information 
MOREHEAD ST ATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
Announcement and Invitation 
To: Media Representatives and Invited Guests 
From: Randy Stacy, Sports Information Director 
Date: Aug. 6, 1990 
Subject: MSU's Football Media Day 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
Morehead State University will hold its Annual Football Media Day on Aug. 23. 
Activities will get underway at noon with a buffet luncheon in the main lobby of the 
Academic-Athletic Center. Coach Cole Proctor and his staff will be with us for lunch, and 
following lunch, Proctor will address the group. 
At approximately 1:30 p.m., we will move to the playing surface of Jayne Stadium/Jacobs 
Field for individual interviews and pictures. 
Please give our office a call by 4 p.m. on Monday, Aug. 20, if you are going to join us for 
lunch and/or the on-the-field session. Our office number is 606-783-2500 and our fax 
number is 606-783-2550. 
We look forward to seeing you on Aug. 23. 
Sports Information 
MOREHEAD Sf ATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
For Immediate Release 
8-6-90 
Proctor Welcomes First Eagle Football Team to Campus 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 4035 l 
MOREHEAD, Ky.-Morehead , State University's first-year head football coach, Cole 
Proctor, is in the process of welcoming his first Eagle football team to campus in 
preparation for the 1990 season. 
More than 40 freshmen are already on campus for two days of practice before the 
veterans arrive on Wednesday (Aug. 8) evening. Proctor and his staff expect more than 100 
candidates to be on hand by the time the first non-contact practice session begins on Friday 
(Aug. 10). 
The Eagles will have their first contact workout on Aug. 14. They open the season 
on Sept. 1 at Marshall. 
MSU was picked sixth of seven by Ohio Valley Conference coaches and sports 
information directors in a poll released Aug. 2 at the conference's annual football media 
day. 
Eagle quarterback Chris Swartz and tight end Brandon Ford were named to the 
preseason all-conference team. 
Not named to the preseason all-conference team but still receiving a great deal of 
attention is free safety Darrell Beavers. The 6-3, 230-pound senior is ranked among the top 
senior defensive backs in the country by most professional scouting services. 
# # # 
Sports Information 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNNERSITY 
For Immediate Release 
8-6-90 
UPO BOX 1023 
Kidwell Named Graduate Assistant Basketball Coach at Morehead State 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Merle Kidwell, a former standout athlete at Lewis Co. High 
School, has been named a graduate assistant coach on the men 's basketball staff at 
Morehead State University. 
Kidwell comes to MSU from Shawnee State, where last season he served as assistant 
basketball coach and sports information director. 
Following an outstanding athletic career at Lewis Co. High School, the Vanceburg 
native played one season of basketball at Shawnee State, which was then a junior college. 
He then transferred to Otterbein College, where he served two years as a student assistant 
basketball coach. 
Kidwell, the son of long-time Lewis Co. basketball and baseball coach Gary Kidwell, 
earned a bachelor's degree in English from Otterbein in 1989. 
# # # 
1ports Information 
MOREHEAD ST ATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
For Immediate Release 
8-16-90 
Senior Defensive Back Beavers Suspended From MSU Football Team 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Darrell Beavers, a senior defensive back from Louisville, Ky. , 
has been suspended from the Morehead State University football team. 
The indefinite suspension was handed out by Head Coach Cole Proctor for 
disciplinary reasons. Proctor's policy is not to make further comment on disciplinary 
matters . 
# # # 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
For Immediate Release 
8-27-90 
Eagles Open 1990 Football Season at Marshall 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --The Morehead State University Football Eagles open the 1990 
football season this Saturday (Sept. 1) at Marshall. Kickoff time is 7 p.m. in Huntington's 
Fairfield Stadium. 
It will be the first game for Head Coach Cole Proctor, who took over the Eagle 
program following the 1989 season. He replaced former Eagle teammate Bill Baldridge, 












# # # 
Morehead State University Football 1990 
Game #1 
Morehead State University vs. Marshall University 
Fairfield Stadium (17,312), Huntington, W.Va. 
7 p.m. EDT, Sept. 1, 1990 
Morehead State Marshall 
more than 8,000 12,500 
1922 1837 
Eagles Thundering Herd 
Dr. C. Nelson Grote Dr. Alan Gould (Interim) 
Steve Hamilton Lee Moon 
Randy Stacy Gary Richter 
(0) 606-783-2500 (0) 304-696-5275 
Cole Proctor Jim Donnan 




First Game First Game 
Eagle Notes 
Tickets Available for Marshall Game 
Tickets for the Morehead State-Marshall game, to be played at 7 p.m. EDT on Sept. 
1 in Huntington's Fairfield Stadium are on sale in MSU's athletic offices. Tickets are priced 
at $12 each. 
# # # 
Both Coaches Begin College Head Coaching Careers 
Both Morehead State Head Coach Cole Proctor and Marshall Head Coach Jim 
Donnan are beginning their college head coaching careers after successful careers as 
assistant coaches. Proctor came to MSU from the staff at Utah and also served as an 
assistant coach at Iowa State, San Diego State and East Tennessee State. Donnan was the 
offensive coordinator at Oklahoma before coming to Marshall. He also served as an 
assistant coach at Missouri, Kansas State, North Carolina and Florida State. 
# # # 
Swartz and the Record Books 
Senior quarterback Chris Swartz from nearby Bath County High School already has 
his name etched in several places in MSU's, the OVC's and the NCAA's record books. 
And, he is well on his way to adding a few more records to his list of accomplishments. At 
MSU, he holds the following records: 
Total Yardage-Game (469 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Total Yardage-Career (6,209, 1987-present) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passing Yardage-Season (2,592, 1989) 
Passing Yardage-Career (6,480, 1987-present) 
Passes Completed-Game (35 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (564, 1987-present) 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Attempted-Career (1,053, 1987-present) 
Early in the 1990 season, Swartz should break the MSU records for Offensive Plays-
Career and Touchdown Passes-Career. He has 1,169 offensive plays entering the season and 
is only 70 plays from the Eagle record of 1,239 held by Phil Simms. He has 35 career 
touchdown passes and is only two scoring strikes away from the MSU record of 37 held by 
Eagle Athletic Hall of Fame member Charles "Izzy"Porter. 
Swartz already has the following Ohio Valley Conference records: 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
He is within reach of several other conference records. His 1,169 career plays total 
is 408 away from the OVC record of 1,577 held by Murray's Michael Proctor. His 1,053 
career passing attempts total is 95 away from Proctor's record of 1,158. His 564 career pass 
completions total is only 14 away from Proctor' s record of 578. His career passing yardage 
total of 6,480is 2,202 away from Proctor's record of 8,682. His career touchdown pass total 
of 35 is 17 away from Proctor's record of 52. 
In 1987, Swartz established NCAA Division I-AA records for most passes attempted 
in a game by a freshman (66) and most passes completed in a game by a freshman (35). 
At one time, he held the national record for most passes attempted in a game without an 
interception ( 66). 
# # # 
Williams Goes for Third Consecutive Receiving Title 
Senior runningback Jerome Williams enters the 1990 season as the two-time 
defending receiving champion of the Ohio Valley Conference. He averaged 5.2 receptions 
per game in 1988 and 6.1 receptions per game in 1989. Williams is 41 catches away from 
the MSU record for career receptions (152, Mark Ledford, 1981-83). 
# # # 
Eagles vs. Marshall 
For the fifth consecutive season, Morehead State will open its football season against 
Marshall. Marshall has won four of those meetings. The Herd leads the series 27-11-3. 
The two schools first met in 1928. Last season, Marshall led 3-0 at the half and won 30-7. 
# # # 
Roster Includes More Kentuckians 
MSU's 90-member media day roster included 31 Kentuckians, more than from any 
other state. Last year's roster included 23 Kentuckians. There are 29 individuals from Ohio 
on the 1990 roster, down from 31 last season. 
# # # 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
For Immediate Release 
8-27-90 
Eagles Open 1990 Football Season at Marshall 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --The Morehead State University Football Eagles open the 1990 
football season this Saturday (Sept. 1) at Marshall. Kickoff time is 7 p.m. in Huntington's 
Fairfield Stadium. 
It will be the fust game for Head Coach Cole Proctor, who took over the Eagle 
program following the 1989 season. He replaced former Eagle teammate Bill Baldridge, 












# # # 
Morehead State University Football 1990 
Game #1 
Morehead State University vs. Marshall University 
Fairfield Stadium (17,312), Huntington, W.Va. 
7 p.m. EDT, Sept. 1, 1990 
Morehead State Marshall 
more than 8,000 12,500 
1922 1837 
Eagles Thundering Herd 
Dr. C. Nelson Grote Dr. Alan Gould (Interim) 
Steve Hamilton Lee Moon 
Randy Stacy Gary Richter 
(0) 606-783-2500 (0) 304-696-5275 
Cole Proctor Jim Donnan 




First Game First Game 
Swartz already has the following Ohio Valley Conference records: 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
He is within reach of several other conference records. His 1,169 career plays total 
is 408 away from the OVC record of 1,577 held by Murray's Michael Proctor. His 1,053 
career passing attempts total is 95 away from Proctor's record of 1,158. His 564 career pass 
completions total is only 14 away from Proctor's record of 578. His career passing yardage 
total of 6,480 is 2,202 away from Proctor's record of 8,682. His career touchdown pass total 
of 35 is 17 away from Proctor's record of 52. 
In 1987, Swartz established NCAA Division I-AA records for most passes attempted 
in a game by a freshman (66) a."ld most passes completed in a game by a freshman (35). 
At one time, he held the national record for most passes attempted in a game without an 
interception (66). 
# # # 
Williams Goes for Third Consecutive Receiving Title 
Senior runningback Jerome Williams enters the 1990 season as the two-time 
defending receiving champion of the Ohio Valley Conference. He averaged 5.2 receptions 
per game in 1988 and 6.1 receptions per game in 1989. Williams is 41 catches away from 
the MSU record for career receptions (152, Mark Ledford, 1981-83). 
# # # 
Eagles vs. Marshall 
For the fifth consecutive season, Morehead State will open its football season against 
Marshall. Marshall has won four of those meetings. The Herd leads the series 27-11-3. 
The two schools fust met in 1928. Last season, Marshall led 3-0 at the half and won 30-7. 
# # # 
Roster Includes More Kentuckians 
MSU's 90-member media day roster included 31 Kentuckians, more than from any 
other state. Last year's roster included 23 Kentuckians. There are 29 individuals from Ohio 
on the 1990 roster, down from 31 last season. 
# # # 
Eagle Notes 
Tickets Available for Marshall Game 
Tickets for the Morehead State-Marshall game, to be played at 7 p.m. EDT on Sept. 
1 in Huntington's Fairfield Stadium are on sale in MSU's athletic offices. Tickets are priced 
at $12 each. 
# # # 
Both Coaches Begin College Head Coaching Careers 
Both Morehead State Head Coach Cole Proctor and Marshall Head Coach Jim 
Donnan are beginning their college head coaching careers after successful careers as 
assistant coaches. Proctor came to MSU from the staff at Utah and also served as an 
assistant coach at Iowa State, San Diego State and East Tennessee State. Donnan was the 
offensive coordinator at Oklahoma before coming to Marshall. He also served as an 
assistant coach at Missouri, Kansas State, North Carolina and Florida State. 
# # # 
Swartz and the Record Books 
Senior quarterback Chris Swartz from nearby Bath County High School already has 
his name etched in several places in MSU's, the OVC's and the NCAA's record books. 
And, he is well on his way to adding a few more records to his list of accomplishments. At 
MSU, he holds the following records: 
Total Yardage-Game (469 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Total Yardage-Career (6,209, 1987-present) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passing Yardage-Season (2,592, 1989) 
Passing Yardage-Career (6,480, 1987-present) 
Passes Completed-Game (35 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (564, 1987-present) 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Attempted-Career (1,053, 1987-present) 
Early in the 1990 season, Swartz should break the MSU records for Offensive Plays-
Career and Touchdown Passes-Career. He has 1,169 offensive plays entering the season and 
is only 70 plays from the Eagle record of 1,239 held by Phil Simms. He has 35 career 
touchdown passes and is only two scoring strikes away from the MSU record of 37 held by 
Eagle Athletic Hall of Fame member Charles "Izzy"Porter. 
'Sports Information 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 
For Immediate Release 
8-28-90 
Senior Defensive Back Beavers Reinstated 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Senior defensive back Darrell Beavers has been reinstated to 
the Morehead State University football team. 
Beavers, who has a matter pending in Rowan County Circuit Court, was reinstated 
on the advice of University legal counsel under the presumption of innocence rights 
accorded all citizens. 
Beavers has been under suspension since Aug. 16. 
# # # 
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8-30-90 
Lady Eagles Open Volleyball Season 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606-783-2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --The Morehead State University Lady Eagle Volleyball Team, 
three-time defending Ohio Valley Conference champions, open their 1990 season this 
Saturday (Sept. 1) in Bowling Green, Ky. 
MSU will take on Western Kentucky at 1 p.m. CDT and Louisville at 7 p.m. CDT. 
The Lady Eagles were 30-6 last season, won the conference championship and 
finished second in the league postseason tournament. Head Coach Jim McClellan will have 
to replace three key players in Missy Blanford (three-time All-OVC) , Missy Papai (two-time 
All-OVC) and Deb Bryant. 
Heading the list of returnees is two-time OVC Player of the Year Dayle Hamontree, 
one of the outstanding players in the South Region. 
# # # 
McClellan Again on NCAA Advisory Committee 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- For the fifth year, Morehead State University lady Eagle 
Volleyball Coach Jim McClellan has been named to the NCAA South Region Advisory 
Committee. 
Throughout the season, the advisory committee ranks the teams in the highly 
competitive South Region and has input on the national rankings. 
McClellan has 281 career victories and should join the 300-victory club this season. 
He is a two-time Ohio Valley Conference Coach of the Year. 
# # # 
9-1-90 
For Immediate Release 
MSU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SPONSORS GAME MVP AND SCHOLARSHIP 
MOREHEAD , Ky. The Morehead State Alumni Association is 
again sponsoring it's Most Valuable Player for each MSU Eagle 
football game this season. 
A picture of each MVP and a copy of the news release 
announcing the selection will be displayed in MSU's Adron Doran 
University Center and $100 will be donated in his name to a 
scholarship fund sponsored by the Alumni Association. The fund was 
begun on Feb. 21, 1987, when $500 was given in the name of Phil 
Simms, MSU Alumnus and quarterback of the New York Giants. 
In the season opener against Marshall, quarterback Chris 
Swartz and defensive back Darrell Beavers shared the award. Swartz 
hit 21 of 37 passes for 208 yards and a touchdown. Beavers was 
credited with eight unassisted tackles, one assisted tackle, a 
fumble caused and two pass interceptions. 
In the Western Kentucky game, Beavers was again selected after 
being credited with 14 unassisted tackles and eight assisted 
tackles. 
Defensive lineman Richard Shadwick was selected Alumni 
Association MVP for his play in the Kentucky State game. He was 
credited with six unassisted tackles, all of which resulted in KSU 
losses, and one unassisted tackle. Four of his six tackles for 
losses were quarterback sacks. 
# # # 
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MSU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SPONSORS GAME MVP AND SCHOLARSHIP 
MOREHEAD, Ky. The Morehead State Alumni Association is 
again sponsoring its Most Valuable Player for each MSU Eagle 
football game this season. 
A picture of each MVP and a copy of the news release 
announcing the selection will be displayed in MSU's Adron Doran 
University Center and $100 will be donated in his name to a 
scholarship fund sponsored by the Alumni Association. The fund was 
begun on Feb. 21, 1987 , when $500 was given in the name of Phil 
Simms, MSU Alumnus and quarterback of the New York Giants. 
In the season opener against Marshall, quarterback Chris 
Swartz and defensive back Darrell Beavers shared the award. Swartz 
hit 21 of 37 passes for 208 yards and a touchdown. Beavers was 
credited with eight unassisted tackles, one assisted tackle, a 
fumble caused and two pass interceptions. 
In the Western Kentucky game, Beavers was again selected after 
being credited with 14 unassisted tackles and eight assisted 
tackles. 
Defensive lineman Richard Shadwick was selected Alumni 
Association MVP for his play in the Kentucky State game. He was 
credited wi th six unassisted tackles, all of which resulted in KSU 
losses, and one unassi sted tackle. 
losses were quarterback sacks. 
# # # 
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Morehead State University Football 1990 
Game #1 
Morehead State University vs. Marshall University 
Fairfield Stadium (17,312), Huntington, W.Va. 
7 p.m. EDT, Sept. 1, 1990 
Morehead State Marshall 
more than 8,000 12,500 
1922 1837 
Eagles Thundering Herd 
Dr. C. Nelson Grote Dr. Alan Gould (Interim) 
Steve Hamilton Lee Moon 
Randy Stacy Gary Richter 
(0) 606-783-2500 (0) 304-696-5275 
Cole Proctor Jim Donnan 




First Game First Game 
Eagle Notes 
Both Coaches Begin College Head Coaching Careers 
Both Morehead State Head Coach Cole Proctor and Marshall Head Coach Jim 
Donnan are beginning their college head coaching careers after successful careers as 
assistant coaches. Proctor came to MSU from the staff at Utah and also served as an 
assistant coach at Iowa State, San Diego State and East Tennessee State. Donnan was the 
offensive coordinator at Oklahoma before coming to Marshall. He also served as an 
assistant coach at Missouri, Kansas State, North Carolina and Florida State. 
# # # 
Swartz and the Record Books 
Senior quarterback Chris Swartz from nearby Bath County High School already has 
his name etched in several places in MSU's, the OVC's and the NCAA's record books. 
And, he is well on his way to adding a few more records to his list of accomplishments. At 
MSU, he holds the following records: 
Total Yardage-Game (469 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Total Yardage-Career (6,209, 1987-present) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passing Yardage-Season (2,592, 1989) 
Passing Yardage-Career (6,480, 1987-present) 
Passes Completed-Game (35 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (564, 1987-present) 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Attempted-Career (1,053, 1987-present) 
Early in the 1990 season, Swartz should break the MSU records for Offensive Plays-
Career and Touchdown Passes-Career. He has 1,169 offensive plays entering the season and 
is only 70 plays from the Eagle record of 1,239 held by Phil Simms. He has 35 career 
touchdown passes and is only two scoring strikes away from the MSU record of 37 held by 
Eagle Athletic Hall of Fame member Charles "Izzy"Porter. 
Swartz already has the following Ohio Valley Conference records: 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
He is within reach of several other conference records. His 1,169 career plays total 
is 408 away from the OVC record of 1,577 held by Murray's Michael Proctor. His 1,053 
career passing attempts total is 95 away from Proctor's record of 1,158. His 564 career pass 
completions total is only 14 away from Proctor's record of 578. His career passing yardage 
total of 6,480 is 2,202 away from Proctor's record of 8,682. His career touchdown pass total 
of 35 is 17 away from Proctor's record of 52. 
In 1987, Swartz established NCAA Division I-AA records for most passes attempted 
in a game by a freshman (66) and most passes completed in a game by a freshman (35). 
At one time, he held the national record for most passes attempted in a game without an 
interception (66). 
# # # 
Williams Goes for Third Consecutive Receiving Title 
Senior runningback Jerome Williams enters the 1990 season as the two-time 
defending receiving champion of the Ohio Valley Conference. He averaged 5.2 receptions 
per game in 1988 and 6.1 receptions per game in 1989. Williams is 41 catches away from 
the MSU record for career receptions (152, Mark Ledford, 1981-83). 
# # # 
. \ 
Eagles vs. Marshall 
For the fifth consecutive season, Morehead State will open its football season against 
Marshall. Marshall has won four of those meetings. The Herd leads the series 27-11-3. 
The two schools first met in 1928. Last season, Marshall led 3-0 at the half and won 30-7. 
# # # 
Roster Includes More Kentuckians 
MSU' s 90-member media day roster included 31 Kentuckians, more than from any 
other state. Last year's roster included 23 Kentuckians. There are 29 individuals from Ohio 
on the 1990 roster, down from 31 last season. 
# # # 
Comparing the Lines 
Morehead State's offensive front five averages 6-3, 274 pounds, while Marshall's 
defensive front four averages 6-3, 223 pounds. Marshall's offensive front five averages 6-4, 
252 pounds, while Morehead State's defensive front three averages 6-2, 257 pounds. 
# # # 
Next Week 
Morehead State will open its home season with a 7 p.m. EDT contest against 
intrastate rival Western Kentucky. Because MSU and Tennessee State are not scheduled 
to play this season, next Saturday's game against Western Kentucky will be a designated 
Ohio Valley Conference game for the Eagles. Marshall will play host to West Virginia 
Tech, also at 7 p.m. EDT. 
# # # 
Other Morehead State News 
Morehead State's Lady Eagle volleyball team, three-time defending Ohio Valley 
Conference champions, opened its season today in Bolwing Green, Ky. The Lady Eagles 
took on Western Kentucky at 1 p.m. CDT and Louisville at 4 p.m. CDT. 
# # # 
◄ 
1990 Morehead State University Football Roster 
Numerical 
No Name Pos Ht Wt Cl L Hometown/High School or JC 
1 Pruitt Petty WR 5-10 165 Fr 0 Beachwood, Ohio/Beachwood 
2 Lawrence Gore DB 5-11 175 So 0 Cincinnati, Ohio/Princeton 
3 Mike Turner DB 5-10 190 Sr 3 Cincinnati, Ohio/Withrow 
4 Billy Cloud LB 5-11 200 Jr 2 East Cleveland, Ohio/Shaw 
5 Darrell Beavers DB 6-3 230 Sr 3 Louisville/St. Xavier 
6 Terry Yeast WR 5-11 160 So 1 Harrodsburg/Harrodsburg 
7 Anthony White WR 5-8 160 Jr 1 Cleveland, Ohio/John Adams 
8 Brian Flynn p 6-2 175 So 1 Cincinnati, Ohio/Colerain 
9 Dave Pingue WR 5-9 170 Jr 1 Miami, Fla./Norland 
10 Jeff King QB 6-3 190 Fr 0 Brilliant, Ohio/Buckeye North 
11 Steve Donato QB 6-4 180 So 0 Parma, Ohio/Holy Name 
13 Mitch Fedak PK 5-8 135 So 1 New Palestine, Ind./Cathedral 
14 Matt Stevens PK 6-2 175 So 1 Westchester, Ohio/Fenwick 
15 Chris Swartz QB 6-3 195 Sr 3 Olympia/Bath Co. 
16 Michael Bailey DB 5-11 205 Jr 0 Louisville/Pleasure Ridge Park 
17 Craig Pleasant QB 5-11 175 Fr 0 Ironton, Ohio/Ironton 
18 Jeremy Holbrook QB 6-0 175 Fr 0 Staffordsville/Paintsville 
20 Matt Venturino WR 5-7 135 Fr 0 Montross, Mich./Hill McCloy 
21 Mark Clarke WR 5-11 185 Fr 0 Calgary, Alb. /John Diefenbaker 
22 Ryan Jones RB 5-7 180 So 0 Mt. Sterling/Bath Co. 
23 Ken Carter RB 5-10 190 So 1 Cincinnati, Ohio/Roger Bacon 
24 Vaughn Scott DB 5-10 185 So 0 Cincinnati, 0 hio/ Purcell-Marian 
25 Brian Ford RB 5-10 185 Fr 0 Bronx, N.Y J St. Michael Academy 
26 Tyrone Fisher DB 5-10 175 So 1 Coraopolis, Pa./Cornell 
27 Carlos Tuck DB 5-9 170 Jr 2 Cincinnati, Ohio/Green Hills 
28 Darrin Harris FB 5-11 190 So 1 Mt. Sterling/Montgomery Co. 
29 Mark Huddleston QB 6-3 200 Fr 0 Williamsburg/Williamsburg 
31 Roger Stark DB 6-1 205 Jr 1 Cincinnati, Ohio/Roger Bacon 
32 Loren Williams RB 5-9 180 Fr 0 Richardson, Tex. /Ber kn er 
33 Jerome Williams RB 5-9 175 Sr 3 Bethel Park, Pa./Bethel Park 
34 Greg Lewis RB 5-10 180 So 0 Frostproof, Fla. /Frostproof 
36 David Asberry DB 5-10 175 So 1 Mt. Sterling/Montgomery Co. 
37 Doug Robinson RB 5-8 165 Fr 0 Riviera Beach, Fla./Suncoast 
38 Mike Tisza FB 5-9 190 Sr 1 Glenwood, Ill./Marion Catholic 
39 Craig Bere PK 6-1 175 Fr 0 Louisville/Doss 
40 Willie Smith RB 5-8 165 Jr 2 Cleveland Hts., Ohio/ Clev. Hts. 
41 T.J. Quigley DB 6-0 165 Fr 0 Villa Hills/Dixie Heights 
42 Gary Yowan LB 6-3 200 Jr 2 Pittsburgh, Pa./Bethel Park 
43 Matt Goodwin PK 6-0 190 So 0 Centerville, Ohio/Centerville 
44 Anthony Jerdine RB 5-11 200 So 1 Beachwood, Ohio/Beachwood 
45 James Hodge DB 6-2 190 Fr 0 Madisonville/Madisonville 
46 Tom Cohan LB 6-1 205 So 1 Pittsburgh, Pa./North Hills 
. ..., 
47 Michael Ratliff FB 6-0 190 So 0 Georgetown/Scott Co. 
48 Jeff Burton DL 6-2 260 Jr 2 Harrodsburg/Mercer Co. 
49 Terry Riley FB 5-10 220 Fr 0 Sal visa/Mercer Co. 
50 Mike DuVall LB 6-2 220 So 1 Jeffersonville, JndJ Jeffersonville 
52 Scott Bailey NG 6-1 260 Fr 0 Benham/Cumberland 
53 Darrell Elliott LB 5-10 210 So 1 Columbus, Ohio/East 
54 Doug Blackford LB 6-1 195 So 0 Nicholasville/} essamine Co. 
55 Ken Moore NG 6-1 240 Sr 3 Pittsburgh, Pa./North Allegheny 
56 Ivan Oelrich LB 6-3 215 Fr 0 Gainesville, Fla./Gainesville 
57 Erik Sandstrom OL 5-10 185 Fr 0 Northbrook, llil G lenbrook North 
58 Larry Maggard C 6-6 275 So 1 Whitesburg/Whitesburg 
59 Erik Rowekamp LB 5-10 195 Fr 0 Crestview Hills/Dixie Heights 
62 Dan Panitz LB 6-2 235 Jr 0 New York, N. Y ./Scottsdale JC 
64 Roger Garrett OL 6-4 250 Fr 0 Gahanna, Ohio/Lincoln 
65 Eric Coker OL 6-1 280 Sr 2 Russell ville/Russell ville 
66 Bill Jones DL 6-2 250 Fr 0 Groveport, Ohio/Madison 
67 Fred McCarty OL 5-10 230 So 0 Nippa/J ohnson Central 
68 Mike Gildea OL 6-3 260 Jr 2 Cincinnati, Ohio/Roger Bacon 
69 Scott Osborne DL 6-1 200 So 0 Heath, Ohio/Heath 
70 Brad Platt DL 6-4 235 Fr 0 Butler, N.J./Butler 
71 Larry Szczerba OL 6-2 275 Jr 1 Yorkville, N. Y. /Whitesboro 
72 Phil Carter OL 6-4 280 Jr 1 Chillicothe, Ohio/Chillicothe 
73 Dennis Palochak OL 6-2 260 So 1 Aliquippa, Pa./ Aliquippa 
74 Tom Svobodny OL 6-6 330 Jr 0 Willmar, Minn./Willmar CC 
75 Fred Johnson DL 6-1 240 Fr 0 Tampa, Fla./Chamberlain 
76 Ben McCray OL 6-2 220 Fr 0 Millstone/Fleming-Neon 
77 Walter Underwood C 6-3 280 Jr 1 Louisville/Fairdale 
78 James Appel OL 6-4 290 Jr 2 Wilder/Campbell Co. 
80 Rodney Harris WR 5-9 165 Fr 0 Deland, Fla./Deland 
82 Brandon Ford TE 6-2 230 So 1 Cincinnati, Ohio/ Purcell-Marian 
83 Mario Myrick DB 5-8 170 Fr 0 St. Petersburg, Fla./Lakewood 
84 James Goode LB 6-4 225 Jr 2 Cleveland, Ohio/St. Joseph' s 
85 Derek Hall WR 6-2 190 Jr 0 Jenkins/Jenkins 
86 Michael Calmese WR 5-10 170 Jr 0 Grand Rpds, Mi./Scottsdale CC 
88 Klay Maynard DB 5-11 170 Fr 0 Hillsboro, Ohio/Hillsboro 
89 John Dziedzic WR 5-9 160 Fr 0 Louisville/Trinity 
90 Scott Dues TE 6-3 225 Fr 0 Louisville/St. Xavier 
91 Wes Salyer DL 6-5 225 Fr 0 Ashland/Paul Blazer 
92 Sean Neeley DL 6-3 245 Fr 0 Pikeville/Pikeville 
93 Anthony Cox DL 6-2 280 Jr 0 Wading River, N. Y./Nassau JC 
94 Mark Bland LB 6-0 200 Jr 0 Ft. Worth, Tex.I.East Clinton 
95 Brian Nichols LB 6-3 220 So 0 Cleveland, Ohio/West Tech 
96 Richard Shadwick DL 6-4 240 So 1 Nicholasville/Jessamine 
97 Mark Rexroad TE 6-3 215 Fr 0 Ashland, Ohio/Hillsdale 
99 Casey Thomas PK 6-0 170 Fr 0 Lawrenceburg,IndJ Lawrenceburg 
Outside Linebacker 
84-James Goode 
(6-4, 225, Jr.) 
98-Gary Yowan 
(6-3, 200, Jr.) 
left Cornerback 
26-Tyrone Fisher 
(5-10, 175, So.I 
2-l awrence Gore 
(5-11, 175, So.) 
Tight End 
81 -Eric Ihnat 
(6-4, 238, Sr.) 
84-Curt Nethercut 





(5-11, 175, Fr.) 
left Tackle 
7 5-Chris Deaton 
(6-5, 255, So.) 
71-Terry Mcconkey 
(6-3, 250, Jr.) 
left Tackle 
66-Bill Jones 
(6-2, 250, Fr.) 
48-Jeff Burton 
(6-2, 260, Jr.) 
Inside Linebacker 
46-Tom Cohan 
(6-1, 205, So.) 
62-Dan Panitz 
(6-2, 235, Jr.) 
Strong Safety 
3-Mike Turner 
(5-10, 190, Sr.I 
3 1-Roger Stark 
(6-1, 205, Jr.) 
left Guard 
56-Phil Ratliff 
(6-4, 245, So.I 
63-Trevor Thomas 
(6-0, 212, So.) 
Fullback 
22-Michael Bryant 
(6-2, 215, Jr.) 
44-Kerry Parks 
(6-0, 190, Sr.I 
Morehead State University vs. Marshall University 
Sept. 1, 1990, Fairfield Stadium 
Huntington, W.Va. 
Morehead State Defense 
Nose Guard 
55-Ken Moore 
(6-1, 240, Sr.I 
75-Fred Johnson 




(6-2, 235, Jr.) 
70-Steve Geoly 
(5-11, 245, Jr.) 
Quarterback 
14-Michael Payton 
(6-1, 208, So.) 
16-Greg Supsura 
(6-3, 200, Sr.) 
Right Tackle 
93-Anthony Cox 
(6-2, 280, Jr.) 
96-Richard Shadwick 
(6-4, 240, So.) 
Inside Linebacker 
53-Darrell Elliott 
(5-10, 210, So.) 
50-Mike DuVall 
(6-2, 220, So.) 
Free Safety 
5-Darrell Beavers 
(6-3, 230, Sr.) 
45-James Hodge 
(6-2, 190, Fr.) 
Right Guard 
54-Don Mahoney 
(6-3, 250, Sr.) 
64-John Masterson 
(6-3, 250, Sr.) 
Tailback 
24-Orlando Hatchett 
(5-10, 185, So.) 
32-Glenn Pedro 
(5-11 , 1 90. Fr. I 
Right Tackle 
69-Madison Sayre 
(6-6, 275, Jr.) 
68-Kevin Harrison 
(6-5, 260, Sr.I 
Specialists 
Punts: 95-Mike Simons 
25-Brian Dowler 
FG, PAT: 10-Dewey Klein 
Kickoffs: 96-Justin Fallon 
long Snaps: 80-Bobby Lutz 
Holder: 28-Scott Crouch 
Outside linebacker 
4-Billy Cloud 
(5-11, 200, Jr.) 
95-Bryan Nichols 
(6-3, 200, So.) 
Right Cornerback 
27-Carlos Tuck 
(5-90, 170, Jr.) 
36-David Asberry 
(5-10, 175, So.) 
Split End 
7-Andre Motley 
(6-0, 178, Sr.) 
25-Brian Dowler 
(6-0, 190, Jr.) 
Punt Returns: 6-Ricardo Clark 
Kickoff Returns: 44-Kerry Parks 
Tight End 
82-Brandon Ford 
(6-2, 230, So.) 
90-Scott Dues 
(6-3, 225, Fr.) 
End 
42-Jim Bernardoni 
(6-2, 212, Jr.) 
98-Jason Cassell 
(6-4, 220, Jr.) 
Right Cornerback 
9-Rocky Croy 
(6-0, 175, So.) 
47-Tom Moore 
(5-8, 160, So.) 
Left Tackle 
7 8-James Appel 
(6-4, 290, Jr.) 
74-Tom Svobodny 
(6-6, 300, Jr.) 
Morehead State University vs. Marshall University 
Sept. 1, 1990, Fairfield Stadium 
Huntington, W.Va. 
Left Guard 
7 3-Dennis Palochak 
(6-2, 260, So.) 
64-Roger Garrett 
(6-4, 250, Fr.) 
Z-Back 
7-Anthony White 
(5-8, 160, Jr.) 
SO-Rodney Harris 
(5-9, 165, Fr.) 
1-Pruitt Petty 
(5-10, 165, Fr.) 
Will Linebacker 
12-Layne Vranka 
(6-0, 195, Jr.) 
49-Joe Fumi 
(6-1, 225, Jr.) 
Free Safety 
21 -Joe Chirico 
(6-1, 178, Fr.) 
27-Shannon Morrison 
(5-11, 180, Fr.) 
Morehead State Offense 
Center 
77-Walter Underwood 
(6-3, 280, Jr.) 
58-Larry Maggard 
(6-6, 275, Jr.) 
Quarterback 
15-Chris Swartz 
(6-3, 195, Sr.) 
11 -Steve Donato 
(6-4, 180, So.) 
Fullback 
28-Darrin Harris 
(5-11 , 190, So.) 
38-Mike Tisza 
(5-9, 190, Sr.) 
23-Ken Carter 




(6-6, 235, So.) 
72-Rob Cunningham 
(5-10, 225, Jr.) 
Mike Linebacker 
52-Don Stephenson 
(6-1, 215, Jr.) 
43-Matt Downey 
(6-1, 230, Sr.) 
Right Guard 
65-Eric Coker 
(6-1, 280, Sr.) 
71 -Larry Szczerba 
(6-2, 275, Jr.) 
Runningback 
33-Jerome Williams 
(5-9, 17 5, Sr.) 
44-Anthony Jerdine 
(5-11, 200, So.) 
40-Willie Smith 
(5-8, 165, Fr.) 
Tackle 
90-John Humphreys 
(6-2, 230, So.) 
7 4-Keenan Rhodes 
(6-2, 250, Fr.) 
Sam Linebacker 
38-Eric Gates 
(6-2, 228, Sr.) 
3-Tim Mitchell 
(6-2, 210, Sr.) 
Strong Safety 
20-William King 
(5-10, 180, Fr.) 
34-Brae Bryant 
(5-10, 190, Jr.) 
Right Tackle 
68-M ike Gildea 
(6-3, 260, Jr.) 
7 2-Phil Carter 
(6-4, 280, Jr.) 
Specialists 
Punts: 8-Brian Flynn 
Wide Receiver 
9-Dave Pingue 
(5-9, 170, Jr.) 
89-John Dziedzic 
(5-9, 160, Fr.) 
FG, PAT: 13-Mitch Fedak 
Kickoffs: 14-Matt Stevens 
Long Snaps: 58-Larry Maggard 
68-Mike Gildea 
Holder: 1 0-Jeff King 
Punt Returns: 7 -Anthony White 
20-Matt Venturino 





(6-3, 215, Jr.) 
99-Bob Lane 
(6-3, 230, Jr.) 
Left Cornerback 
4-Derek Grier 
(6-1, 180, Jr.) 
3 7-Eric Wiley 
(5-8, 163, So.) 
Sports Information 
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Special to the Morehead News 
9-10-90 
Eagles Lose Home Opener to Western Kentucky 
Randy Stacy, Director 
606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- Western Kentucky used a punishing ground attack led by 
tailback Don Smith to hand Morehead State a 24-0 defeat Saturday (Sept. 10) evening at 
Jayne Stadium/Jacobs Field. 
Smith rushed for 191 yards on 25 carries and scored one touchdown. Backup tailback 
Herb Davis rushed for 85 yards on 19 carries and scored a touchdown. Quarterback Scott 
Campbell rushedfor 55yards on 13 carries and scored a touchdown. WKU amassed 349 
yards rushing and dominated time of possession as a result. The Hilltoppers had the ball 
nearly 37 minutes to only 23 minutes to MSU. 
The defensive units of both teams played well in the fust half, and WKU took only 
a 3-0 lead to the lockerroom at halftime. The Hilltopper defenders played well throughout 
the contest, limiting the Eagles to only 162 yards in total offense and not allowing MSU to 
cross midfield the entire game. 
MSU record-setting quarterback Chris Swartz attempted only 17 passes during the 
contest, hitting on eight of them for 59 yards. Tailbacks Anthony Jerdine and Jerome 
Williams rushed for 53 and 50 yards, respectively. Williams was not at full strength for the 
game after battling the flu all week. 
Defensively, All-America candidate Darrell Beavers had another outstanding game 
for MSU. The senior defensive back, who was last week's Ohio Valley Conference 
Defensive Player of the Week, was credited with 14 unassisted tackles and eight assisted 
tackles. 
This Saturday (Sept. 15), MSU will travel to Frankfort, Ky., to take on Kentucky 
State in a 7:30 p.m. EDT contest at Alumni Stadium. MSU will take an 0-2 record into the 
game. Kentucky State is 1-1 after losing at Wofford on Saturday. 
# # # 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD Sf ATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
Morehead State University Football 1990 
Grune #3 
Morehead State University vs. Kentucky State University 
Alumni Stadium (6,000), Frankfort, Ky. 
7:30 p.m. EDT, Sept. 15, 1990 
Morehead State 
Enrollment more than 8,000 
Founded 1922 
Nickname Eagles 
President Dr. C. Nelson Grote 
Athletic Director Steve Hamilton 
SID Randy Stacy 
(0) 606-783-2500 
Head Coach Cole Proctor 
Morehead State '67 
Record at School 0-2-0 (1st year) 
Career Record 0-2-0 (1st year) 
1990 Record 0-2-0 
1990 Results Marshall 28, MSU 14 







Dr. John Wolfe, Jr. 
Don Lyons (Acting) 
Jayna Oakley 
(0) 502-227-6509 
George James, Jr. 
Alabama State '58 
1-1-0 (1st year) 
53-36-2 (9th year) 
1-1-0 
KSU 37, Virginia State 27 
Wofford 38, KSU 21 
Morehead State leads the series 11-1-1. The two teams first played in 1976. 
Morehead State has won the last four meetings. KSU last won, 7-3, in Frankfort in 1983. 
Last season, Morehead State won 38-0 in Morehead. The Eagles later administratively 
forfeited the contest for using an ineligible player. In the last meeting in Frankfort, in 1988, 
MSU won 29-12. 
# # # 
Swartz and the Record Books 
Senior quarterback Chris Swartz from nearby Bath County High School already has 
his name etched in several places in MSU's, the OVC's and the NCAA's record books. At 
MSU, he holds the following records: 
Total Yardage-Game (469 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Total Yardage-Career (6,427, 1987-present) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passing Yardage-Season (2,592, 1989) 
Passing Yardage-Career (6,747, 1987-present) 
Passes Completed-Game (35 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (593, 1987-present) 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Attempted-Career (1,107, 1987-present) 
Soon, Swartz should break the MSU record for Offensive Plays-Career and 
Touchdown Passes-Career. He has 1,231 offensive plays entering the Kentucky State game 
and is only eight plays from the Eagle record of 1,239 held by Phil Simms. He has 36 career 
touchdown passes and is only one scoring strike away from the MSU record of 37 held by 
Eagle Athletic Hall of Fame member Charles "Izzy"Porter. 
Swartz already has the following Ohio Valley Conference records: 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (593, 1987-present) 
He became the conference' s all-time pass completions leader during the 1990 season 
opener against Marshall. He is within reach of several other conference records. His 1,231 
career plays total is 346 away from the OVC record of 1,577 held by Murray's Michael 
Proctor. His 1,107 career passing attempts total is 51 away from Proctor ' s record of 1,158. 
His career passing yardage total of 6,747 is 1,935 away from Proctor's record of 8,682. His 
career touchdown pass total of 36 is 16 away from Proctor's record of 52. 
In 1987, Swartz established NCAA Division I-AA records for most passes attempted 
in a game by a freshman (66) and most passes completed in a game by a freshman (35). 
# # # 
Williams Goes for Third Consecutive Receiving Title 
Senior runningback Jerome Williams is off to a fast start as the two-time defending 
receiving champion of the Ohio Valley Conference. He caught eight passes for 72 yards 
against Marshall and and two passes for 17 yards against Western Kentucky, and he ranks 
among league leaders in the early 1990 rankings. He is 31 receptions away from the MSU 
record for career receptions (152, Mark Ledford, 1981-83). 
# # # 
Beavers Has Been Dominating 
Morehead State free safety Darrell Beavers, ranked among college football's top 
defensive backs by most professional scouting ~ervices, is off to an outstanding start this 
season. In the Marshall game, he had eight unassisted tackles, one assisted tackle, a fumble 
forced and twq interceptions. In the Western Kentucky game, he was credited with 14 
unassisted tackles and eight assisted tackles. 
# # # 
Roster Includes More Kentuckians 
MSU's 90-member media day roster included 31 Kentuckians, more than from any 
other state. Last year's roster included 23 Kentuckians. There are 29 individuals from Ohio 
on the 1990 roster, down from 31 last season. 
# # # 
Comparing the Lines 
Morehead State's offensive front five averages 6-3, 274 pounds, while Kentucky 
State's defensive front four averages 6-3, 232 pounds. KSU's offensive front five averages 
6-0, 262 pounds, while Morehead State's defensive front three averages 6-2, 257 pounds. 
# # # 
Next Week 
Morehead State will travel to Lynchburg, Va. , for a 6 p .m. EDT contest against 
Liberty University. The game will be played in Liberty University Stadium, a 12,000-seat 
stadium that is less than one year old. Kentucky State will play host to Findlay at 7 p.m. 
EDT. 
# # # 
Swartz Successful Against Kentucky State 
Eagle senior quarterback Chris Swartz has enjoyed much success against Kentucky 
State. In three previous games, he has hit 49 of 84 passes (.583) for 838 yards and seven 
touchdowns. Last season, he hit 18 of 29 passes for 251 yards and three touchdowns. 
# # # 
Other Morehead State News 
' Morehead State's Lady Eagle volleyball team, three-time defending Ohio Valley 
Conference champions, isSv-1 on the season, and the Lady Eagles won the Coastal Beach 
Classic last weekend in Conway, S.Ca. 
# # # 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
Eagle Def eat Kentucky State For First Win of Season 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- The Morehead State Football Eagles gave Head Coach Cole 
Proctor his first win as a college head coach Saturday night with a 35-13 victory at Kentucky 
State. 
The Eagles scored the first 21 points of the game and coasted to victory. Dave 
Pingue scored on a 27-yard pass from Chris Swartz with 2:03 left in the first quarter , and 
Mitch Fedak kicked the extra point to give MSU a 7-0 lead. 
Backup tailback Anthony Jerdine went around left end for a 24-yard touchdown run 
with 13:01 left in the half, and Fedak's extra point made it 14-0. Freshman John Dziedzic 
caught his fust pass as a collegian, a 51-yard touchdown strike from Swartz, with 8:54 left 
in the half. Fedak added the point after and it was 21-0. 
Kentucky State scored on a two yard touchdown pass from Jarvis Evans to Douglas 
Alexander with 7:31 to go in the half to cut the lead to 21-6. MSU countered, however , 
with a six-yard Jerdine touchdown run and Fedak extra point 59 seconds before intermission 
to make it MSU28, KSU 6 at the half. 
Darrin Harris scored on a one-year run for MSU with 11 :38 to go in the third quarter 
and Fedak kicked the extra point to round out MSU's scoring. KSU scored with 48 seconds 
left in the game on a pass from Don Catlett to Alexander. David McDonald kicked the 
extra point to make the final score MSU 35, KSU 13. 
MSU rolled up 476 yards in total offense to KSU's 154 yards. The Eagles forced the 
Thorobreds into numerous losses, KSU's final rushing total was a minus 34 yards. Eagle 
defensive tackle Richard Shadwick led MSU's defense with six tackles for losses totalling 
23 yards, including four quarterback sacks. 
Swartz' two touchdown passes give him 38 in his career, breaking the old MSU 
record of 37 held by Eagle Hall of Fame member Charles "Izzy"Porter. Tailback Jerome 
Williams rushed for a career high 176 yards. 
# # # 
Cf_ 1 -i ; (11 l 
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MOREHEAD ST ATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1023 MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
Eagles Lose at Nationally Ranked Liberty 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --Morehead State University Head Football Coach Cole Proctor 
believes that the game of football is played in thirds -- offense, defense and special teams. 
On Saturday evening in Lynchburg, Va., MSU's offense and defense played 
adequately, but breakdowns in special team play were back-breakers in a 42-13 
loss to the ninth-ranked Liberty Flames. The Eagle punting unit had two punts block and 
another punt returned for 
a touchdown. 
Liberty got the first score of the game following the first blocked punt. The Flames 
recovered the ball on the MSU 10 yard line, and one play later LU tailback Leroy Kinard 
scored. The extra point kick made it 7-0 with 9:30 left in the first quarter. 
The Flames scored again with 14: 14 left in the second quarter on a 22-yard pass from 
quarterback Robbie Justino to wide receiver L.G. Parrish to take a 14-0 lead. MSU quickly 
got back in the ballgame, however, when Anthony White returned the following kickoff 85 
yards for a touchdown to cut the lead to 14-7. 
Liberty then put on its only extended drive of the game, moving 73 yards in 10 plays 
to take a 21-7 lead on a four-year pass from Justino to Kinard. 
A real back-breaker occurred after MSU took the kickoff, ran three plays and 
punted. Parrish took the punt and returned it 66 yards for a touchdown, and the Flames 
had a 28-7 halftime lead. 
Liberty's third quarter touchdown came on a 12-yard drive following another blocked 
punt. It's fourth quarter touchdown came on a 63-yard screen pass. 
MSU's second half score came on a beautiful 22-yard pass from Eagle quarterback 
Chris Swartz to wide receiver Dave Pingue. 
Offensively, the statistics were nearly even, especially prior to LSU's fourth quarter 
63-yard screen pass. Both teams had 15 first downs. The only major difference in offensive 
statistics came in the rushing category, where Liberty had 145 yards to MSU's minus two 
yards . The Eagles outpassed the Flames, 282 yards to 208 yards. MSU led in time of 
possession 30:50 to 29: 10. 
MSU was playing without seven fLrst and second-teamers who missed the road trip 
due to illness. Three of the seven of the starters, and five of the seven were offensive 
linemen. Missing the trip with mononucleosis starting center Walter Underwood, starting 
offensive guard Eric Coker, starting outside linebacker James Goode and backup offensive 
tackle Tom Svobodny. Missing the trip with flu-like symptoms were backup offensive tackle 
Phil Carter, backup offensive guard Larry Szczerba and backup tight end Scott Dues. 
MSU is now 1-3 on the season, while ninth-ranked Liberty is 4-0. 
This Saturday, MSU will play host to Morgan State at 7 p.m. EDT on Saturday as 
a part of Parents Weekend at the University. 
# # # 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 












Morehead State University Football 1990 
Game #4 
Morehead State University vs. Liberty University 
Liberty University Stadium (12,000), Lynchburg, Va. 
6:00 p .m. EDT, Sept. 22, 1990 




Dr. C. Nelson Grote Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin 
Steve Hamilton Chuck Burch 
Randy Stacy Mitch Goodman 
(0) 606-783-2500 (0) 804-582-2292 
Cole Proctor Sam Rutigliano 
Morehead State '67 Tulsa '56 
1-2-0 (1st year) 10-3-0 (2nd year) 
1-2-0 (1st year) 10-3-0 (2nd year) 
1-2-0 3-0-0 
Marshall 28, MSU 14 LU 22, Kutztown 12 
Western Kentucky 24, MSU .0 LU 22, James Madison 19 
MSU 35, Kentucky State 13 LU 35, Southwest Texas 22 
Eagle Notes 
The Series 
Liberty leads the series 4-2. The two teams first played in 1980. Liberty has won the 
last two meetings, 34-14 last season in Morehead and 34-9 in 1988 in Lynchburg. MSU last 
won, 24-16, in Morehead in 1983. This will be the first meeting at Liberty University 
Stadium. 
# # # 
Swartz and the Record Books 
Senior quarterback Chris Swartz from nearby Bath County High School already has 
his na111e etched in several places in MSU's, the OVC's and the NCAA's record books. At 
MSU, he holds the following records: 
Total Yardage-Game (469 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Total Yardage-Career (6,643, 1987-present) 
Offensive Plays-Career (1,258, 1987-present) 
Passing Yardage-Game ( 459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passing Yardage-Season (2,592, 1989) 
Passing Yardage-Career (6,961, 1987-present) 
Passes Completed-Game (35 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (605, 1987-present) 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Attempted-Career (1,129, 1987-present) 
Touchdown Passes-Career (38, 1987-present) 
Swartz already has the following Ohio Valley Conference records: 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn .. Tech, 1987) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (605, 1987-present) 
He became the conference's all-time pass completions leader during the 1990 season 
opener against Marshall. He is within reach of several other conference records. His 1,258 
career plays total is 319 away from the OVC record of 1,577 held by Murray's Michael 
Proctor. His 1,129career passing attempts total is 29 away from Proctor's record of 1,158. 
His career passing yardage total of 6,961 is 1,721 away from Proctor's record of 8,682. His 
career touchdown pass total of 38 is 14 away from Proctor's record of 52. 
In 1987, Swartz established NCAA Division I-AA records for most passes attempted 
in a game by a freshman (66) and most passes completed in a game by a freshman (35). 
# # # 
Swartz vs. Liberty 
Chris Swartz has been MSU' s starting quarterback in the past two meetings with 
Liberty. In 1989, he hit 23 of 46 passes for 326 yards with two touchdowns and two 
interceptions. In 1988, he hit 20 of 37 passes for 112 yards with two interceptions. Career-
wise against the Flames, he has hit 43 of 83 passes for 438 yards with two touchdowns and 
four interceptions. 
# # # 
Swartz and the Record Books 
Senior quarterback Chris Swartz from nearby Bath County High School already has 
his name etched in several places in MSU's, the OVC's and the NCAA's record books. At 
MSU, he holds the following records: 
Total Yardage-Game (469 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Total Yardage-Career (6,643, 1987-present) 
Offensive Plays-Career (1,258, 1987-present) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passing Yardage-Season (2,592, 1989) 
Passing Yardage-Career (6,961, 1987-present) 
Passes Completed-Game (35 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (605, 1987-present) 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Attempted-Career (1,129, 1987-present) 
Touchdown Passes-Career (38, 1987-present) 
Swartz already has the following Ohio Valley Conference records: 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (605, 1987-present) 
He became the conference's all-time pass completions leader during the 1990 season 
opener against Marshall. He is within reach of several other conference records. His 1,258 
career plays total is 319 away from the OVC record of 1,577 held by Murray' s Michael 
Proctor. His 1,129career passing attempts total is 29 away from Proctor's record of 1,158. 
His career passing yardage total of 6,961 is 1,721 away from Proctor's record of 8,682. His 
career touchdown pass total of 38 is 14 away from Proctor's record of 52. 
In 1987, Swartz established NCAA Division I-AA records for most passes attempted 
in a game by a freshman (66) and most passes completed in a game by a freshman (35). 
# # # 
Swartz vs. Liberty 
Chris Swartz has been MSU's starting quarterback in the past two meetings with 
Liberty. In 1989, he hit 23 of 46 passes for 326 yards with two touchdowns and two 
interceptions. In 1988, he hit 20 of 37 passes for 112 yards with two interceptions. Career-
wise against the Flames, he has hit 43 of 83 passes for 438 yards with two touchdowns and 
four interceptions. 
# # # 
Tight End 
82-Brandon Ford 
(6-2, 230, So.) 
90-Scon Dues 
(6-3, 225, Fr.) 
Outside linebacker 
30-Thomas Zipper 
(6-3, 190, Jr.) 
77-Mach Jackson 
(6-3, 225, So.I 
Cornerback 
37-Horace Minnifield 
(6-1, 185, Jr.) 
33-James Prince 
(6-0, 180, So.) 
left Tackle 
78-James Appel 
(6-4, 290, Jr.) 
74-Tom Svobodny 
(6-6, 300, Jr.) 
End 
90-James Dozier 
(6-3, 240, Sr.) 
86-William Bowman 
(6-1, 200, Jr.) 
Morehead State University vs. Morgan State University 




16-2, 260, So.I 
64-Roger Garrett 
(6-4, 250, Fr.) 
Z-Back 
7-Anthony White 
(5-8, 160, Jr.) 
20-Rodney Harris 
(5-9, 165, Fr.) 
1-Pruitt Petty 
(5-10, 165, Fr.) 
Tackle 
78-Matthew Steeple 
(6-3, 275, Fr.) 
70-Kyle Reid 
(6-3, 245, Fr.) 
linebacker 
46-Reno Lucas 
(6-0, 185, Jr.) 
45-James Pitt 
(6-0, 190, Jr.) 
Strong Safety 
24-Thomas Gipson 
(6-0, 180, Sr.I 
28-Erik Johnson 
(6-1, 180, Fr.) 
Morehead State Offense 
Center 
58-larry Maggard 
(6-6, 275, Jr.) 
68-Mike Gildea 
(6-3, 260, Jr.) 
Quarterback 
15-Chris Swartz 
(6-3, 195, Sr.) 
11-Steve Donato 
(6-4, 180, So.) 
Fullback 
38-Mike Tisza 
(5-9, 190, Sr.) 
28-Darrin Harris 
(5-11, 190, So.) 
32-Loren Williams 
(5-9, 180, Fr.I 
Morgan State Defense 
Linebacker 
58-Vincent Ward 
(5-11, 215, Jr.) 
52-Wesley Smith 
(6·0, 230, Fr.) 
Right Guard 
71 -larry Szczerba 
(6-2, 275, Jr.) 
67-Fred McCarty 
(5-10, 230, So.) 
Runnlngback 
33-Jerome Williams 
(5-9, 175, Sr.I 
44-Anthony Jerdine 
(5-1 1, 200, So.) 
25-Brian Ford 
(5-10, 185, Fr.) 
Tackle 
91-Maurice Revels 
(6-5, 285, Jr.) 
64-Willie Jones 
(5-10, 250, Sr.I 
linebacker 
66-Pierre Hubbard 
(6-0, 240, Fr.) 
32-Nathan Ayers 
(5-11, 205, Sr.I 
Free Safety 
11-Robert Johnson 
(5-9, 165, Jr.) 
42-Richard Godbold 
(5-7, 170, So.) 
Right Tackle 
68-Mike Gildea 
(6-3, 260, Jr.) 
72-Phil Carter 
(6-4, 280, Jr.) 
Specialists 
FG, PATs: 39-Craig Bere 




(5-9, 170, Jr.) 
83-Mark Clarke 
(5-11 , 185, Fr.) 
long Snaps: 58-Larry Maggard 
68-Mike Gildea 
Holder: 10-Jeff King 
Punt Returns: 7-Anthony White 
81-Matt Venturino 
Kickoff Returns: 7-Anthony White 
89-John Dziedzic 
Punts: 8-Brian Flynn 
End 
54-Gary Kennedy 
(6-2; 245, Sr.) 
89-Marc Roberts 
"(6-4, 205, Fr.) 
Comerback 
21-Eddie Hill 
(5-11, 185, So.) 
22-Kevin Dupree 
15-9, 170, So.) 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 












Morehead State University Football 1990 
Game #5 
Morehead State University vs. Morgan State University 
Jayne Stadium/Jacobs Field (10,000), Morehead, Ky. 










Morehead State '67 
1-3-0 (1st year) 
1-3-0 (1st year) 
1-3-0 
Marshall 28, MSU 14 
Western Kentucky 24, MSU 0 
MSU 35, Kentucky State 13 





Dr. Earl S. Richardson 
Leonard Braxton 




5-20-1 (3rd year) 
60-65-5 (13th year) 
0-4-0 
Central State 63, MSU 13 
Beth. Cookman 21 , MSU 7 
Bowie State 34, MSU 9 
N.Ca. A&T 49, MSU 0 
Eagle Notes 
The Series 
Morehead State and Morgan State have never met on the football field. 
# # # 
Swartz and the Record Books 
Senior quarterback Chris Swartz from nearby Bath County High School already has 
his name etched in several places in MSU's, the OVC's and the NCAA's record books. At 
MSU, he holds the following records: 
Total Yardage-Game (469 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Total Yardage-Career (6,885, 1987-present) 
Offensive Plays-Career (1,310, 1987-present) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passing Yardage-Season (2,592, 1989) 
Passing Yardage-Career (7,232, 1987-present) 
Passes Completed-Game (35 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (628, 1987-present) 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Attempted-Career (1,176, 1987-present) 
Touchdown Passes-Career (39, 1987-present) 
Swartz already has the following Ohio Valley Conference records: 
Passes Attempted-Game (66 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1987) 
Passing Yardage-Game (459 vs. Austin Peay, 1988) 
Passes Attempted-Season (390, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Season (214, 1989) 
Passes Completed-Career (605, 1987-present) 
Passes Attempted-Career (1,176, 1987-present) 
He is within reach of several other conference records. His 1,310 career plays total 
is 267 away from the OVC record of 1,577 held by Murray's Michael Proctor. His career 
passing yardage total of 7,232 is 1,450 away from Proctor's record of 8,682. His career 
touchdown pass total of 39 is 13 away from Proctor's record of 52. 
In 1987, Swartz established NCAA Division I-AA records for most passes attempted 
in a game by a freshman (66) and most passes completed in a game by a freshman (35). 
# # # 
Williams Continues to Post Outstanding Rushing and Receiving Numbers 
Senior runningback Jerome Williams is off to a good start as the two-time defending 
receiving champion of the Ohio Valley Conference. He is 23 receptions away from the MSU 
record for career receptions (152, Mark Ledford, 1981-83). He has caught 129 passes for 
1,101 yards and rushed for 1,571 yards on 440 carries in his career. He currently ranks among 
the OVC leaders in rushing at 80.0 yards per game and receiving averaging 4.5 catches per 
game. 
# # # 
Beavers Has Been Dominating 
Morehead State free safety Darrell Beavers, ranked among college football's top 
defensive backs by most professional scouting services, is off to an outstanding start this 
season. In the Marshall game, he had eight unassisted tackles, one assisted tackle, a fumble 
forced and two interceptions. In the Western Kentucky game, he was credited with 14 
unassisted tackles and eight assisted tackles. Against Kentucky State, he has thre unassisted 
tackles. Last week, he had seven unassisted tackles and one assisted tackle. He ranks among 
the OVC leaders in defensive plays. 
# # # 
Comparing the Lines 
Morehead State's offensive front five averages 6-3, 272 pounds, while Morgan State's 
defensive front four averages 6-3, 255 pounds. Morgan State's offensive front five averages 
6-4, 272 pounds, while Morehead State's defensive front three averages 6-2, 257 pounds. 
# # # 
Next Week 
Morehead State travels to Cookeville, Tenn., to take on Tennesse Tech in a 1:30p.m. 
CDT game. Morgan State will travel to South Carolina State. 
# # # 
Morgan State Struggles Offensively 
Morgan State's Golden Bears continue to struggle offensively. They have a net rushing 
total of minus one yard on the season. They are averaging 98 yards per game passing and 
98 yards per game in total offense. They are giving up an average of 144.5 yards rushing, 
202.5 yards passing and 347 yards in total offense. 
# # # 
Illness Strikes Eagle Squad 
Seven first and second-teamers missed the Morehead State trip to Liberty. Four of 
the seven have mononucleosis, and the other three had flu-like symptoms. Three of the seven 
were starters and five were offensive linemen. Missing the trip with mononucleosis were 
starting center Walter Underwood, starting offensive guard Eric Coker, starting outside 
linebacker James Goode and backup offensive tackle Tom Svobodny. Missing the trip with 
flu-like symptoms were backup offensive tackle Phil Carter, backup offensive guard Larry 
Szczerba and backup tight end Scott Dues. The players with mononucleosis will miss this 
week's game. The conditions of the others will be monitored on a day-to-day basis. 
# # # 
The Eagles and the OVC Statistics 
As a team, MSU ranks fifth in rushing offense (112.8 ypg), third in passing offense 
(190.8 ypg) and fourth in total offense (303.5 ypg) . The Eagles are fifth in scoring defense 
(26.8 ppg), third in rushing defense (153.0 ypg), third in passing defense (155.5 ypg) and 
second in total defense (308. 5 ypg) . MSU is third in turnover margin ( + 3) and fifth in net 
punting (27 .1 ypp). 
Individually, quarterback Chris Swartz is second in passing (188.0 ypg) and fourth in 
total offense (169.0 ypg). Runningback Jerome Williams is third in rushing (80.0 ypg), eighth 
in total offense (80.0 ypg) and second in pass receiving (4.5 rpg). Wide receiver Dave Pingue 
leads the league in receiving (4.8 rpg) . Anthony White, who returned a kickoff for a 
touchdown last week, is fourth in kickoff returns (22.5 ypr) and second in punt returns (8.3 
ypr). Safety Darrell Beavers is tied for second in interceptions (0.5 ipg) and is tied for fourth 
in defensive plays (42). Cornerback Tyrone Fisher is tied for second in interceptions (0.5 
ipg). Three Eagles, Richard Shadwick (8-32), Mike Turner (5-32) and Brian Nichols (3-34) 
are all among the top six in tackles for 'losses. 
# # # 
Eagle Opponents in National Rankings 
Future Eagle opponent Middle Tennessee is at the top of both the NCAA Division 
I-AA Poll and the Sports Network Top-20. Future opponent Eastern Kentucky is seventh in 
the NCAA poll and second in the Sports Network poll. Last week's opponent, Liberty is 
eighth in the NCAA poll and 11th in the Sports Network poll. MSU's opponent back in week 
two of the season, Western Kentucky, is ranked 19th in the NCAA poll. 
# # # 
Today in the OVC 
Tennessee State vs. Central State (in Louisville), 2 p.m. EDT 
Middle Tennessee at UT-Chattanooga (7 p.m. EDT) 
Austin Peay at Samford (6 p.m. CDT) 
Eastern Kentucky at Western Kentucky (7 p.m. CDT) 
Tennessee Tech at Murray State (7:30 p.m. CDT) 
# # # 
Other MSU Opponents 
Furman at Marshall, 7 p .m. EDT 
Kentucky State at Central Florida, 7 p.m. EDT 
Liberty at Villanova (1:30 p.m. EDT) 
# # # 
Sports Information Randy Stacy, Director 606, 783,2500 












Morehead State University Football 1990 
Game #5 
Morehead State University vs. Morgan State University 
Jayne Stadium/Jacobs Field (10,000), Morehead, Ky. 










Morehead State '67 
1-3-0 (1st year) 
1-3-0 (1st year) 
1-3-0 
Marshall 28, MSU 14 
Western Kentucky 24, MSU 0 
MSU 35, Kentucky State 13 





Dr. Earl S. Richardson 
Leonard Braxton 




5-20-1 (3rd year) 
60-655 (13th year) 
0-4-0 
Central State 63, MSU 13 
Beth. Cookman 21, MSU 7 
Bowie State 34, MSU 9 
N.Ca. A&T 49, MSU 0 
Eagle Notes 
The Series 
Morehead State and Morgan State have never met on the football field. 
# # # 
